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tourist information center located on Lake Street.
Wednesday morning the Illinois Central Railroad 'olume Thirty
placed a bright red caboose on the East side of Lake
Street at the intersection of Lake and Commercial, as
a gift to the city to be used for such a purpose.

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, Novembc.

Bradys To Have
Open House Sunday

Gilbert DeMyer

Fulton City Voting
November 7,1951
(Unofficial)

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brady of Fulton extend an invitation to friends
to call at their home Sunday, November 12 between 3 and 5 p. m.
in observance of their Golden For Mayor
Wedding Anniversary.
Gilbert L. DeMyer
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Nelson A. Tripp

Trucker Crushed
At Union City

For City Judge

Roland H. Wiley, 32, a Minnesota trucker, of Route 2, Oak
Park, Minn.. was crushed to death
by a gigantic granite pillar in an
accident on the by-pass in Union
City Tueday morning. He was an
employe of the Anderson Trucking
Service of St. Cloud, Minn. He
was killed instantly.
The large granite pillar, 16 to
18 feet in height and was estimated to weigh between 30,000 and
50,000 pound, was being transported on a trailer truck driven
by the victim.
When Wiley had to make an
abrupt stop, his brakes locked and
the pillar broke loose, lunging
through the cab of the truck.
MEETING CANCELLED

swung around and across parking lot toward curb on east side of
Lake Street - - -
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The City of Fulton's most hotly contested election
in recent years came to a close Tuesday night when the
voters chose Gilbert DeMyer, local_ grocer and investments banking representative as Mayor. Mr. DeMyer,
a lOng-time Fultonian will be the first Mayor to serve
under the city's new City-Manager form of government.
Mr. DeMyer, defeated the encumbent Nelson A. Tripp,
who was seeking his second term. Mr. Tripp was unopposed for the office of Mayor when he ran four years
ago.'
•
At the same time Fulton citizens voted overwhemingly to buy the electrical distribution system from Kentucky Utilities Company, thereby ending a hard fought
battle that has perservered for more than 20 years. A
total of 896 persons voted "yes" to acquire the KU plant
and 1013 persons opposed the issue.

Bridges Dies Of
Injuries Received
Al Sawmill Monday

James Bridges of Wickliffe died
the Fulton Hospital of injuries received Monday morning, when he
was crushed by a log at Murphy's
Sawmill near Crutchfield. The accident occurred
while he was
loading logs on a truck.
Funeral
services
for
Mr.
Bridges, 49, will be held at 2 p. m.
Thursday at Bardwell Baptist
Church. The Rev. J. G. Warford
will officiate. Burial will be in
Roselawn Cemetery.
Nephews will serve as- pallbearers.
Mr. Bridges was an employe of
the sawmill where he was injured.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Beulah
Bridges; a daughter, Mrs. Jo Ann
Byassee of Wickliffe; a son, Jimmy
Wayne Bridges, also of Wickliffe;
five sisters, Mrs. Ambie Twyman
of Cadiz, Mrs. Bessie Ralston of
Cincinnati, Ohio and Misses Rosie,
Bright-red caboose arrives at Commercial Avenue Crossing Wednes- Faith and Nellie Bridges, all of
Chicago; two brothers, Thomas
day morning accompained by huge railroad crane - Bridges of Mayfield and Robert
Bridges of Dawson Springs and
two grandchildren.
Friends may call at Milner Funeral Home at Bardwell.

Caboose is lifted from its trucks and - - -

Single Copy, Ilk

Gilbert DeMyer Is Elected Mayor;
Long Battle To Buy KU EndsIn Victory

1—Fulton City Hil

A few months ago, Joe Treas, by a lerge I. C. derrick, and was
and Ward Johnson, representing placed between Lake Street and
the city of Fulbon and the Twin- the railroad tracks with the edge
Cities Chamber of Commerce saw on the concrete retaining wall
I. C. President Wayne Johnson, along th street.
Sr. in Chicago and requested that
The tourist Iusirsess is the secthe railroad contribute one of its ret; I rrest business in Kentucky,
cabooses to the city so that it could and Fulton and South Fulton have
be used for an information center. their share of tourists stopping
Mr. Johnson gladly consented to overnight. The information centhe proposal.
ter will be another courtesy for
Recently the caboose was sent the people stopping here.
from Centralia. Ill. to W. W. JetIt has also been suggested that
ton, General Car Foreman here, when the Twin-Cities have a flag
who set about having it painted of their own, that it be flown on
a bright red.
top of the Information Center.
Wednesday morning, the caA contest to select such a flag
boose was lifted from its wheels is being conducted now by WFUL.
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The Friday, November 10 meeting-of the Home and Garden Department has been cancelled. The
next regular_meeting of the Department will be held Dec. 8.

For Commissioner
J. Ward Johnson
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Acquiring Electric Plant
YES
NO

REV

MILLER. SPEAKER

Rev. Truitt Miller will be the
speaker at the regular meeting of
the South Fulton P-TA on Nov. 9.
His subject will be "Alcoholism".
A special invitation is given to
parents of the eiftelentebtxly but
everyone is wiecorne to attend.
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ATTENDS OPEN HOUSE
Approximately 500 attended the
open house Sunday after-noon at
Myers Veterinary Clinic on Highway 51 in Fulton. Dr. Carlton II.
Myers, who recently
. moved here
from Jackson, welcomed local people at the open house from 3 to 5
p. m. Refreshments were served.

Veteran police Judge H. H. Perce as one of the four commissioners.
fell to the will of the voters TuesJohnson has been a city counday after having served as police cilman for nearly six years. Active
judge for nearly fourteen years. in civic, fraternal and church cirJudge Perce was defeated by P. A. cles, Johnson has made an
enLeine, a retired machinist of the viable record as a city official.
Illinois Central Railroad. MildAn earlier withdrawal in the
mannered Mr. Leine was seeking
commissioner's race was that of
his first public office.
Charles Reams, one of Fulton's
Fulton's race for city commismost popular young busineemen.
sioners afforded its share of feverReams withdrew from the race on
ed interest in the election. With
the advice cif his physician, after
ten names appearing on the balrunning second in the primary in
lot in last September, one oethem,
September. L. M. McBride, who
J. R. Patton, the first Negro ever
again led the ticket for commisto seek public office ire' Fulton,
sioner on Tuesday led in the privoters selected eiget of them from
mary race.
this number. Those eliminated
Of the seven candidates remainwere Patton and Billy Blackstone,
ing on the ballot Frank Welch. an
previously active in the affairs of
employee of the Ferry Morse Seed
city government.
and an active member of the JunOf the eight remaining, all of
ior Chamber of Commerce; was
them campaigned ostensibly. as inalso eliminated Tuesday.
dependents, but the results of
Tuesday's election indicated that _The count in the City Commisa great deal of "slating" was done sioner's racees as follows:
L. M. McBride
on a ticket headed by Nelson
867
Bill Rice
Tripp for Mayor. The possible
627
Bob McCain
slate was reported in last week's
609
News and developed just.as preClarence Moline
599
Frank Welch
dicted.
435
Ward Johnson
Among the eight remaining, and
422
Onan Winstead
whose names were on the ballot
419
McBride. an exect
were Orian Winstead and Ward
.itive with
Johnson, enctimbent city council- Browder Milling Company, was
men, but seeking their first term also making his first hid for public
as city commissioners. Johnson office. -. McBride's popularity in
withdrew from the race lasteeeek, both the primary ;mil the ii
when it was reported by tE,e Fur- election appeiirs to de •,)
ton Daily Leader that Johnson bad tien that his sound i
allegedly isued an eleventh hour greund and his plea
"threat" to Mayor Tripp to with- :Iy are political ass,'
draw from the race. Johnson ve- impertance.
hemently denied the charges in
Running third in
the same newspaper and, in ef- Bill Lice, sales represei
fect, removed himself from the
hati.wid
cempa
come, t it ion.
gecond in the general
Ilewever. when Cohnty Court Rice, can be creilited
Clerk Kathryn Lannom reported the pattern for an acti‘ ,
that no formal withdrawal notice thipdastic commissioner c.in
had been received in her office It was Mr. Rice. formerly of
from Johnson, an effort was made isville, who first set forth his camon the part of Johnson:s friends paign platform in the News and
to get him elected. .1ohnson made without hesitiition called atteritie
no effort on his behalf in this con- to some needed reforms for te•
nection, and in spite of the con- progress aid
development ii
fusion caused by his withdrawal, Fulton. Rice, an outspoken advohe received a complimentary vote cate of efficiency in city .govert.
of confidence ameunting to 422 ment and a successful veteran
o:
votes. Had not the charge been some king-size political skirmishes
brought against Johnson, that in Louisville, probably laid the
subsequently caused his withdraw- ground work, as a private citizen,
al, political observers believe that for the investigation of Fulton's
Ire would have been eleeted easily
(Continued on page ice)

Board Of Education kelps Guide The Destiny of Local Education

In its final resting place caboose is conveniently located in heart of
downtown and should prove popular focal point of information activity for area after it is renovated inside and utilities installed.

"Mr. Will" To Be
Honored Sunday
Mr. and Mrs Maxwell McDade
will have open house for Mr. Will
McDade on his 90th birthday,
Sunday, November 12 from 2 to 4
p. m. All friends are invited and
they request no gifts.
The open house will be in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell
McDade on Third Street.

Former Fulfonian
Is Commissioner
John Homsby of Paducah, a
former Fulton boy and son of Mrs.
Archlie Hornsby of South Fulton,
was one of the winners in the Paducah commissioners race Tuesday. He placed third, receiving
3,693 votes.

An important element in the administration Of a Tom and Ward, Jr., are students stitute and graduated from Fulton lege in
1947 tuel entered the UniHigheSchool in 1940. He attended versity of Tennessee College
public school system is the Board of Education. Serving at Fulton High School.
of
the University of Kentucky from Pharmacy in Memphis. In
Hatfield,
Gene
the
junior
mem1951, he
as a link between the public and professional educators, ber
of the Board, both in age and 1940 to 1943 but his education was and Sara Mai received their dethese popularly elected officials help shape the general service, is filling the vacancy left interrupted by World War II. He grees in pharmacy from the UniPolicies which govern the course of education in the by Parks Weeks who resigned his served with the United States versity of Tennessee and returnposition upon moving outside the Army as a First Lieutenant in ed to Fulton in 1952 where Flynn
schools. In the Fulton City school system, the Board of city
limits. Gene, a native of West France. Germany, and Austria. Af- went in business with Iris fatherEducation is comprised of five members chosen for four Point, Kentucky. attended the ter the war, he resumed his in-law, the late W.
W. Evans, at
year terms. The members of the Fulton Board of Educa- schools in his home town. In 1954, studies at the University of Ken- Evans Drug Company. Flynn is
he graduated from the University tucky and graduated in 1948 with active in the Baptist Church where
tion bring to their task a wide range of interests and a of
Kentucky with a B. S. degree a B. S. degree in commerce. Since he is a deacon and Brotherhood
considerable amount of education. A civil engineer, a in civil engineering. As a student his graduation from college, Felix President. He is the
father of four
pharmacist, a physician, an accountant, and a business at the University, he has partici- ha been employed by McDade and sons, Tom 9, Jim 8, Walter 5, and
McDade.
He married Miss Mary John 20 months.
pated in the Reserve Officers
man are on the Board at the present time. Each of these Training
Corps program and upon Louise Simon of Fulton and they
Charles Winfrey •
has
members has a baccalaureate degree and two have been his graduation received a commis- have two sons, Mike, who is in the had a varied and veryWhitnel
interesting
sixth
grade
at
Carr, and Pat, a career in the education field.
awarded higher degrees. They are active in church and sion to Second Lt. in the United
DurStates Army Reserve. He married first grader at Terry Norman. ing his high school years at Fulcivic affairs and with but one exception all are native the former Miss
Felix
is
a
deacon
in
the Cumber- ton High, he played in an orchesMildred Murphy
Kentuckians.
of Fulton and they and their two land Prebyterian church and is a tra, known as the Novelty EnterDr. R. W. Bushart, chairman of
the board, was first elected in
1952 and has served for nine
years. Born at Beelerton, Kentucky, he graduated from high
school in that nearby community.
Later, he received his B. S. degree
from the University of Kentucky,
a M. D. degree from the Uiversity of Louisville, and then interned at General Hospital in
Nashville, Tennessee. Commissioned an officer in the Medical
Corps, Dr. Bushart was stationed
in England during World War H.

"Dr. Ward," as he is called by
most of his friends and patients,
is a partner with his brother, Dr.
G. F. Bushart, in the FutIon Hospital and Clinic. Despite his timeconsuming medical practice, he
still has time for political and
civic affairs. At present, he is
serving on the Board 'if Trustees
of the University of Kentucky.
Dr. Bushart is married to the former Miss Sara Callihan and they
have four children. Susan and
Lynn are attending the University of Kentucky and two sons,

sons, Mike and Walter, have lived
here for several years. Gene has
been employed by Nicholas Engineering Company, the Kentucky
State Highway Department of
Highways and more recently by A.
Huddleston and Company of Fulton. A captain in a recently activated Army reserve unit, he is, at
the present time, stationed at
Camp Gordon, Georgia.
Another member with long
years of service is Felix Goiesum
who has served on the local board
for the past nine years. A native
Fultonian. he attended Carr In-

major in the United States Army
Reserve.
Flynn Powell, a member of the
Board of Education for three
years, attended public school at
Cayce, Kentucky. After graduating from high school, he volunteered for service in the armed
forces and served in the Navy
during World War IT as machinist first class. He entered Murray State College in 1946. In December of 1947, he married the
former Miss Sara Mai Evans of
Fulton. Flynn finished his prepharmacy courses at Murray Col-

tainers, along with five other
members: Lawson Yates. Harwood
Simmons, George
Huddleston,
Searcy Callihan, and Wren Coulter. Several of this group played
during the summer at a hotel in
Bay View, Michigan. Win graduated from Vanderbilt University.
While in school there, he played
varsity football and baseball. He
received his M. A. degree in Public
Law and History at Columbia
University in New York City. During his stay in New York, he
tutored an Austrian count.
Costfnued on Pape Sight

The Campaign Is Over! Our Elected Officials Face
Difficult Challenges. We Must Unite In Our Efforts
This editorial is being written on
Monday and while it is being printed
on Tuesday you will be at the polls
choosing your candidates for public
office for the City of Fulton. When
the other sections of the paper go to
press on Wednesday, the city election
will be a matter of history, and all of
us will be s2ttling down to the business of moving along with the growth
and development of our twin cities.
The campaign for the election of
public officials in Fulton has been far
more distasteful than any we have
ever witnessed and we hope we shall
never witness another one like it.
Communities the size of ours fare
much better in the aftermath with
quieter elections than the one we have
just witnessed. But since it was as bitter as it was, we can do only one thing
today and that is to forget about the
whole unfortunate business, and try
to restore "business as usual".
Regardless of who the winners
are in the election as announced on
our front page today, we must remind
them that they face one of the most
difficult periods in the history of our
city government. In January, Fulton
will begin to function under a new
form of government and at best the
transition period will be difficult.
They will be extraordinary times and
the people of Fulton will face extraordinary challenges. These challenges
cannot be met unless a united Fulton
joins with its elected officials to put
this new form of government into
smooth running order with all possible speed. No adversary of the newly

elected officials should think in any
other way than to cooperate with
them and help them overcome the
problems we face.
There is no single simple policy
by which we can meet the challenges
facing us. Experience has taught us
that no one person, or group of persons has the power or the wisdom to
solve all the problems of Fulton or to
manage its changing tides, but working together and taking advantage of
all the opportunities that come our
way in a spirit of community pride
we can go a long way toward accomplishing our goals.
During the campaign just past
this newspaper continued its tradition
of making available to our readers an
uncluttered and a free press. While
the continuation of this tradition may
have been interpreted, in some quarters as a smear campaign, we stand
on our conviction that an informed
public is an interested public. _
As we face a new year, with a
new form of city government there is
much all of us can do ... and all of us
must do. The proposals and the programs before us are numerous and
varied. They arise from the opportunities that come our way and from
the opportunities we make for ourselves in the coming months.
Working together, we can make
many steps forward in our efforts to
be known as a wholesome and progressive community. With the will
and the energy possessed by Fulton
people we must use our skills to make
our cities progress and to grow.

The United Nations Is The World's Best Hope
For Peace; Kennedy Urges Better Understanding
During the month of October the
whole world celebrated one of the
most important birthdays in all human history . . . the sixteenth birthday of the United Nations. Can you
imagine what the world would be like
WITHOUT the United Nations. The
U. N. is the one positive alternative to
war, and yet even storm clouds hang
over this body dedicated to freeing a
world of war.
"The United Nations has clearly
demonstrated its capacity to act for
peace and human advancement. I
urge citizens of this Nation to demonstrate- their faith in the United Nations and contribute to a better understanding of its aims, problems, and
accomplishments." These words taken from President Kennedy's United
Nations Day Proclamation emphasize
the consistent non-partisan support of
the U. N. by our government and our
people since its founding sixteen
years ago. In this year of many challenges, the importance of the United

Nations cannot be over-emphasized.
It is the world's best hope for
peace. It is the international instrument for settling differences between
nations by means of negotiation,
mediation and conciliation. In addition to dealing with emergency situations, the United Nations works on a
continuing long-range program to
stamp out hunger, poverty, disease
and illiteracy, conditions leading to
unrest and conflict. In sum, the
United Nations is dedicated to a
peaceful, just, and free world—and
works for it 24 hours a day, every day
of the year. It is an agency in which
the United States joins with other na_tions in a common cause. At no time
in history has there been greater
need for the United Nations, or more
urgent reason for public understanding and support. Write for a free
booklet called "THE U. N. IN ACTION"—a clear, concise briefing for
thoughtful Americans. Address, U. S.
COMMITTEE FOR THE U. N., New
York 11, N. Y.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Can Man Live Without God?
E. Clay Young, Chairman of the
Finance Committee, the National Reform Association, states, "America is
losing a terrible war." The war we
are losing is one which if finally lost
will destroy us as surely as if we
should suffer defeat on some far flung
military battlefield. It is the war
against juvenile delinquency and
paganism.
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
I, PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
In 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
alto Second place in 1959 and Honorable Mention to
1958
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II
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Published Every Thursday of The Year
A member of the Kentucky Pram Association
Second - class wastage paid at Fulton. Ken
sticky and at additional mailing offices.
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year In Fulton
Rickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weakley Counties Tenn. Elsewhere throughout the United States 4.00 per year.
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The editor of the Christian Advocate, Roy L. Smith,44as issued a similar warning in these words: "For the
first time in our national experience,
a generation is arising which has no
God and feels no need for one. We
have never been so spiritually illiterate as a nation as we are at this moment."
According to J. Edgar Hoover,
there are over 60 million citizens of
America who profess no religion and
many of these have no belief in God
or the Bible. It is time to awaken to
the great danger which faces us.
If today the church is weak and
impotent, it is because we as Christians are weak and impotent. If today
America is ceasing to be a righteous
nation, it is because we as individuals
are not righteous.
Won't you examine yourself, not
your neighbor, not your Church, but
yourself. Is your life right with God?
If it is not, God will help you to make
it so. Won't you turn to God and His
word this day as the day of your salvation?

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFeatiers

overboard. The USS Sabine rescued all but six of the men from
the sunken ships.
On Nov. 7 the Union warships
itured
p
Ft. Walker protecting
rt Royal, S. C. Ft. Beauregard
s also captured, and Ft. Royal
came a base for supplies for
Union ships serving the blockade

i

of the Southern ports, and for operations against
Georgia and
South Carolina ports.
Northern papers hailed the victory with joy. At least, alter the
disasters of Big Bethel Bull Run,
and Ball's Bluff, the North had
something to celebrate
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"In two years it's the only machine he's learned
to operate!"

Tuning Back The Clock-FROM THE FILES:

November 7, 1941
James Burton Cavender, age 54,
died here early Wednesday morning at 12:15, following a short
illness, He was brought to the
Haws Clinic of this city last week,
after suffering a stroke of paralysis.
Officials of the Kitty League
will hold an important business
meeting at the Rainbow Room
Sunday afternoon, beginning at 2
o'clock. Representatives are expected to be present from Paducah, Owensboro, Hopkinsville,
Bowling Green, Mayfield, Jackson,
Union City and Fulton.
Officers of the league for next
year will be elected.

classrooms had been temporarily
built in the high school building
and gymnasium to house the
grammar students.
The South Fulton six-man football team will play the Hayti, Mo.,
team here Friday at Southside
Park, the game beginning at
8 o'clock.
Rev. G. W. Sparks of Nashville
is conducting a revival meeting at
the
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church in Fulton, of which Rev.
E. R. Ladd is pastor.
M. M. Watson, I. C. engineer, suffered a painful hand injury Saturday as the result of striking a
mail crane
while exchanging
signals with the agent at Wingo,
from train No. 102.

The old Carr Institute grammer
school building is to be razed after 57 years service and a handsome new structure will provide
more room for the grammar
classes which have been steadily
increasing in size for many years.
Work of tearing down the old
building began this week after

Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer, who has
been district home management
supervisor for Fulton and Hickman counties for Farm Security
supervisor with headquarters at
Hopkinsville.

100 Years Ago This Week
A. Historical review of THE CIVIL WAR DAY•BY-DAY
(Material Is from publication of (meetly •n• hundred rears Keel *virtual
wording from references In the Library of Congress, Washington. Reporting
In the pppppp was snail, very ene-eldeds ws week to be fair in covets. sad
Preserve a national balance . .. ID).
BY

WILLIAM

First week in November, 1861
When the War Between the
States started in 1861, the price of
salt in the South was only 25c
for a hundred pounds. The Southern people, and especially the
poorer people, suffered terribly
for lack of salt. Food spoiled, the
dirt on the floors of smoke-houses
was dug up and the salt washed
from the soil. There was still not
enough salt. Kentucky had supplied much of the salt used by the
South, and that commodity became
so scarce and valuable that it was
soon being smuggled South by wagon, boats, and trains. In Kentucky it was charged that small
boats carried salt up the Green
River towards Tennessee and the
Confederates.
At Saltville, Virginia, there were
salt deposits, but the works were
distant from the railroads, and
the wagons set to haul the salt
were unable to carry enough to be
of much help.
A mine of salt was opened on a
small island off the Louisiana
coast, and hundreds of salt-drying
pans were set up along the shores
of the Gulf of Mexico. Experts
had, for some reason figured that
the waters pf the Gulf were richer
than were the waters of the Atlantic. The waters around Applacholia, Florida, were the saltiest of all.
The salt-drying works were
brick ovens with large flat pans
on top. A slow fire in the oven
would evaporate the saltwater, and
the salt would be scraped up and
sacked for shipment. The U. S.
Navy became very busy destroying the salt-works. For the four
years of the war, the salt-makers
and the sailors fought a continual
game of construction-destruction
of the salt-works.
The South lost, but in the South,
the great friendship of the nonslave holding people for the North
began to die out. Everyone suffered from the lack of salt, and it
was not long before the bitterness
began to build up against the
Yankees who were depriving the
Southerners of their household
salt. Many students of the Civil
War have pointed out that this bitterness was to cost the North
dearly in the years to come.

H
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The first months of the war saw
another curious side. The war Between the States began to cause
an enlargement of the Mormon
"Kingdom" in Utah. Many people
who cared little for Mormonism
moved to the West to get away
from the war. Movers, said the
papers, were "moving west in a
continual cloud of dust." Many
eastern men were being "absorbed
into the Mormon communities of
Utah ,and their labors were put
to work in useful building and in
harves."
The Mormons were also touring
the East to "enlist likely single
sisters" who might become the
plural wives of the faithful and
would aid in "building up the
Kingdom."
A curious note from a Salt Lake
Newspaper told of the trial of a
William Croft for murder. Cocroft was convicted, and according to Utah law, was given his
choice of being hanged, beheaded
or shot. "The prisoner," said the
paper, "decided he would rather
be shot than hanged or beheaded
. . . being a Morman he had the
old Mosaic notion about anything
being strangled."
The Judge collapsed after delivering the sentence, but the
prisoner simply shook the limp
hand of the Judge and thanked
him for allowing him to be shot!
Newspaper accounts of the Civil
War during the first of November, 1861, told of a combined
army-navy expedition being outfitted at Fortress Monroe in Virginia. There was no censorship in
the papers, so everyone, North and
South, knew that nine U. S warships, with sixty other supply
ships and transports had left for
some secret objective in the South.
The Richmond papers published
the exact size of the force, and
reported on October 29, 1861, that:
"The great Federal Armada sailed
from Fortress Monroe on its southern expedition under the command
of Commodore DuPont."
On November 1 the same paper
reported that " . .. a heavy storm
wrecks a considerable number of
the enemy's transports."
Actually, two transports did
sink; an old side-wheeler from
Boston was badly damaged by the
storm and had to throw her guns

Jewellil
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My apologies to James Adams, and boys, Burbank; Mr. and Mrs.
South Fulton city policeman. It J. F. Klapp, Huntington Park; Mr.
seems that I gave credit to the and Mrs. J. S. Smith, Montebello;
Fulton police for capturing two Alfred Walden, Los Angeles, Mr.
men, who were :wanted by the and Mrs. Don Brown and Mark,
FBI. I believe' it was James who Gardena; Mr. and Mrs. Leman
Jackson, Jo Ann and Al, Los Andid the heroic work.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Whitgeles;
kidded
James
course,
when
Of
Long Beach; Mr. and Mrs.
me about it, I had a comeback, lock,
Brummal and twins, Chrys
"If you had supplied me the in- J. H.
Cheryl, Long Beach; Mr. and
formation yourself, then I wouldn't and
Rayford Davis and Jimmie,
have given the credit to the wrong Mrs.
Los Angeles; Mr. and Mrs. Everpersons."
ett Foster, Pico Rivera; Mr. and
James and his constable brother, Mrs. Wayne Cole, South Gate; Mr.
peofavorite
of
my
John, are two
and Mrs. Joe Winkly, Pico Rivera;
ple. And, they do a good job of Mrs. Robey Todd, Pico Rivera;
enforcing the law on their side of Ruthie Vick, Pico Rivera; Pauline
town. They kid ,ne a lot, but I Sisler, Carmichael; Mrs. Foster,
of them to get
have never had
Los Angeles; and Mr. and Mrs.
mad at me, yet.
Elzy Foster.
That's some kind of a record for
Martha said there were some
a newspaper reporter—you know present that didn't register. She
we are from time to time in hot reported a very good time.
water, one way or another.
Was talking to Mrs. Frances
Bugg the other day. She had just
heard from her daughter, Mrs. Arthur Roman.
Mrs. Roman and her husband,
both teachers in Grand Rapids.
Mich.. had just attended a district MEA meeting. Art had sat in
on the Instrumental and Woodwind Institute and LaNelle attended the Vocal Institute, which
included a luncheon.
In Grand Rapids Mr. Roman
teacher at Creston High School
and Mrs. Roman is a teacher at
Central High. Her school is now
making preparations for the production of "Annie Get Your Gun."
The dance band of Creston
High, of which Mr. Roman is the
director, recently appeared on
TV.
Bobby, the Romans' young son,
according to LaNelle's letter, has
been selected one of 12 students
from St. Thomas Catholic School
to make up a Math Demonstration
Class at the Diocean Teachers Institute.
Camille, their daughter, attends
Mary Wood Academy, as a freshman. This is an all-girl's Catholic
school. According to LaNelle,
Camille is having a time in her
Speech Department. In Latin they
are trying out a new method in
conversation language. To be a
student in this school, one has to
have a very high standing, apply
and be selected to attend.

So sorry that Mrs. Landon Roberson is ill at her home in South
Fulton. She's a sweet little lady,
81-years-old, and it grieves me to
see her feeling so badly. I know
she would appreciate receiving
cards from her many friends. Her
husband, as you know, has been
in poor health for quite a long
time. Mr. and Mrs. Roberson, I
hope you get well real soon.
It just seems that all my friends
are ill. Lossie Holder has been
quite sick in Hillview Hospital.
She has had a very bad throat,
plus the flu. My neighbor, Virginia Austin, who was badly burned, is quite improved now, but
will still have to be in the hospital
for several more weeks.

—All

—Del
Wa:

—Fill
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We have complete stocks

Complete Line

Hearing Air! Batteries
POI all makes of bearing aids!
visit our Hearing Aid Depart
.ens at your first opportunitl.

i

Mrs. F
Ann Mc:
miscellai
Miss Be

Incidentally, for those interested
Martha and Wayne's address is:
8659 Garden View, South Gate,
near
South
Calif.
Gate
is
Los Angeles, where Wayne is in
the banana business.

Betty Rawls Nichols, I am glad
to learn, is quite improved, but
now her little girl, Teresa, has to
undergo an operation real soon.
I got a letter from Genevieve
Shuck, popular Derby waitress,
who was in the hospital for a long
time. She is now recuperating at
her daughter's home in
Alton.
Genny wrote that she was improving, but sure did miss all her
friends in Fulton. She says she
just plays with her
grandchildren,
Well, my friends, Martha and watches
TV, and eats.
Wayne Cole, attended that Hickman County, Ky., picnic out in
Mr. and Mrs Nick Nichols
and
California recently and she sent daughter,
Teresa
of Lansing,
me a list of those attending. They Mich.,
have been here for the
funare as follows:
eral of her
grandmother, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Green, Carroll
Looney. Among the other
Burbank; Mr. and Mrs. W. R. relatives
from out o ftown
attendTrimble, Fullerton; Mr. and Mrs. ing were
her daughter, Mrs.
MarJames Jackson, Compton; Mr. and tha
Grugett and family of
CovMrs. Tommie O'Neal, Orange; Mr. ington,
Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Looney
and Mrs. Garfield O'Neal, Fuller- and
family of Detroit, Bill
and
ton; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Green Neal
Looney of Denver, Colo.

CITY DRUG Co

108 Lake Street

Miss
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evening.
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er for tl
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coffee.
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Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201
FULTON

Greenfield Monument Works

Am

In Operation 61 Years

• Large Display •
e Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
FULTON
CALL 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

G'FilELD:
AD 5-2293
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Call Us To Save
Money On Repairs

SFRVICE
REPAIR

A satisfied customer is our
best teatimoniaL That Is
why we give you fast. efficient, technical newt°e and
low rates on TV repair,. It
all adds-up to saving you
molter I
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The News reports your -.- -

Dorethra Roberson

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Miss Gertrude Murphey was
hostess at a desert-bridge at her
home on Eddings Street Thursday
evening.
Mrs. Steve Wiley was high scorer for the evening and Mrs. Wilmon Boyd was second high. Mrs.
John Bland won the consolation
and Mrs. Bill Freeman, bridge
bingo.
Preceding the games the hostess served a tasty dessert and
coffee.

of Charles H. Perry, recently at
the home of Mrs. Jones in South
Fulton.
Miss McIntyre chose for the occasion a harvest gold wool dress
with matching accessories. She
was presented with a shoulder
corsage of white carnations and a
bride's book by the hostesses.
Games prizes were won by Mrs.
Donald Chaney and Mrs. R. E.
Tarver, which they presented to
the bride-elect. The register was
kept by Miss Ruth Arm McIntyre.

Mrs. Fred Jones and Miss Ruth
Miss Helen King was hostess to
Ann McIntyre were hostesses at a
miscellaneous shower, honoring the members of the Thursday
Miss Bettye McIntyre, bride-elect night bridge club and several
guests at her home on the Middle
Road.
Mrs. J. L. Jones, Jr., was high
scorer and Mrs. Margaret Cantrell was second high. Mrs. J. E.
Campbell won the prize for guest
high.
Visitors were Mrs. Campbell,
ORDER YOUR
Mrs. C. H. McDaniel, Mrs. Joe
Hall and Mrs. E. R. Hefley.

NOW!

-All Sizes and Grades
-Delivery When You
Want It
-Fill Your Bin Now At

CITY COAL CO.
Phone 51
FERTILIZERS FOR
FALL CROPS

Mrs. Maude Elliott, was the
guest of honor at a pot-luck dinner Saturday at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Hafold Mullins,
Mayfield Highway. It was her
82nd birthday.
A delightful day was enjoyed by
those attending, which included
her children, sisters and other relatives. The honoree received
many nice birthday gifts.
The bridge party at the Fulton
Country Club scheduled for November 9 has been postponed to
Thursday, November 30.
The Fulton Business and Professional Woman's Club met Tuesday night at 6:45 at the KU auditorium. A pot-luck supper was
served.
Don Sorrell, member of the
Kentucky Commission on Civil
Defense was speaker for the meeting.
The schedule for

DEATHS

the

Fulton

Telephone
Tk
by
H. D. HAYES
Your Telephone Manager

THANKSGIVING,
1961, is fast approaching, and this
year it is even more
significant. In many
ways, we have the
same type situation
our forefathers had
at their first Thanksgiving celebration.
We, like they, have
come through a turbulent year safely.
.•
And we, like they, are faced with even more dangers ahead.
This is a time, it seems to me, for us to refresh our
spirit and think about the meaning of that first Thanksgiving-to gain sustenance and vigor from it-it's a
time to give sincere thanks for our_many blessings. In
short, a time to rededicate our allegiance to America
and all it means to us.

HAVE YOUR HANDS FULL AT HOME? When
housework calls a halt to your shopping trips, just settle
back and shop by phone! Telephone shopping is quick.
It's easy. It's the one way to get things your family needs
-when you are tied down at home. So whenever bad
weather, no car-whatever-keep you from going downtown, pick up the phone and go shopping. You're just
seconds away from any store in town.

UP TO YOUR NECK in Christmas plans and gift lists?
Here's a suggestion that will make your Christmas shopping easier than ever this year. I'm talking about Phoneland! What is Phoneland? It's a whole "department
store" selection of phones and phone services. In Phoneland, you'll find Christmas gift suggestions to please
everyone. Phoneland-where Christmas wishes are in
easy reach of all the family! Want more details? Just call
our business office or ask any telephone serviceman.

Dorethra Lynn Roberson, 9year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ira Roberson, former Crutchfield
residents, was killed about 3 p. m.
Friday, in an accident at her home
in Steele, Mo. Her other brother,
about 15, was cleaning a pistol and
the weapon accidentally fired,
striking the child.
Services were held at the Whitnel Funeral Home at 2:30 Sunday
afternoon. Rev. J. F. McMinn and
the Rev. Ira Henderson officiated.
Burial was in Rock Springs Cemetery.
Besides her parents, she leaves
two brothers, Roy Roberson of
New Orleans, and Jerry Roberson
of Steele, Mo.; two sisters, Mrs.
Mae Parfait of California, and Naomi Roberon of Steele; and her
grandfather, Henry Barham of
Crutchfield.

John Rudicil
John E. Ruched, former engineer for the old Mengel Box factory in Hickman, died Monday afternoon at his home in Hickman.
He was 75.
Services were held at 2 Wednesday afternoon in the Barrett
Funeral home. The Rev. Ray Elders officiated and burial was in
Hickman City cemetery.
Mr. Rudicil, who retired several
years ago, was born in Lynnville,
Ky., son of the late Frank and
Haley Parton Rudicil. He had
made his home in Hickman for
many years.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Mary
Rudicil! two sons, Ulon Rudicil
of Hohenwald, Tenn., and Raymond E. Rudicil of Hickman; a
daughter, Mrs. Johnnie B. Wiggins of Dorena, Mo.; a sister, Mrs.
Alice Killebrew of Fulton, Ky.,
three grandchildren and four
great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Nora Seay.

Sturgeon Stover

Mrs. Nora Seay, 77, of Millington, Tennessee, formerly of Dukedom, died at 6:15 p. m. Monday
at .the Howard Manor Christian
Rest Home after a short illness.
She was born in Graves County, Kentucky, January 5, 1884, the
daughter of J. B. and Susan Pinegar Foy of Graves County.
She was the widow of Willie
D. Seay who died in 1959.
She is survived by two daughtres; Mrs. Hoyt White of Union
City and Mrs. Homer Royster of
Kenton, Tennessee; two grandchildren, Willis Hoyt White of
Naples, Florida and Hilton Royster of Starksville, Mississippi and
five great-grandchildren.
She was a member of the Knob
Creek Church of Christ, where the
funeral was conducted 2 P. M.
Wednesday. Bro. Garvin Brundige
was in charge of the services. Burial was in Pinegar cemetery.
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.

Effie Tansil
Mrs. W.B.Hamblin

Effie May Tansil of Gary, Ill.
died on Nov. 1 at Sherman Hospital in Elgin; Ill.
She was born Dec. 8, 1881. She
was a housewife and a member
of the Sharon Methodist Church.
Services were held Nov. 3 at
the Sharon Methodist Church at
2 p. m. The Rev. William G.
Adams, the Rev. William McClarin and the Rev. John Hendricks
officiated. Burial was in Tansil
Cemetery near Sharon, under direction of W. W. Jones and Sons
of Martin.

Mrs. W. B. Hamblin of Hot
Springs, Ark., the former Miss
Fern Taylor of Fulton, died of a
heart attack about 12:45 p. m. Friday, in a Benton, Ark. hospital.
She leaves her husband; a sister, Mrs. J. H. Patterson, Jr., of
Fulton; and a niece, Mrs. Russell
DeLong of Jacksonville, Ill.
She was a member of the Methodist Church in Hot Springs. She
was the daughter of the late John
W. and 011ie-Scofield Taylor.
Services were held at the Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel in FulShe was the widow of Bishop
ton Sunday afternoon at 3:30. The
Marvin Tansil.
Rev. J. L. Leggett officiated. Burial was in Fairview Cemetery.
She leaves two sons, Wayne
Tansil of Martin and Lewis Allen
Tansil of Severville, Tenn.; two
daughters, Mrs. Dean Drewry of
Gary and Mrs. Frank Quinn of
Mrs. Johnnie Ann Looney, 80,
Gary; two sisters, Mrs. W. L.
long time resident of Fulton, died
Blake of Martin and Mrs. M. S.
of a heart attack at the home of
Dunlap of Sharon; seven grandher daughter, Mrs. Pete Green in
children and two great-grandFulton Thursday night at 10, afchildren.
ter an extended illness.
She was born in Dyer County,
Pallbearers were Harold Blake,
Tenn., Oct. 9, 1881, daughter of Leon Dunlap, Duane Dunlap,
Henry Preston and Martha Cham- David Dunlap, Bill Fisher and
bers Rowland. She was the widow Wayne Fisher.
of Carroll William Looney, former
Fulton mail carrier, who died on
Oct. 11, 1947. She was a member
of the First Baptist Church and
the American Legion Auxiliary.
Mrs. Looney leaves two daughters, Mrs. Pete Green of Fulton
and Mrs. Martha Grugett of Covington, Tenn.; four sons, Bill, Neal
and Charles Looney, all of Denver, Cola, and Dick Looney of
Detroit. Mich.; two sisters, Mrs.
Luke Mooneyham and Mrs. Rosie.
Smith, both of Fulton; 22 grandchildren, 27 great-grandchildren,
several nieces and nephews and a
host of friends.
A daughter, Mrs. Mary Melton
died in 1951 and a son, Henry
Preston Looney died in 1913. Another son, Rowland-White, is also
deceased.
Funeral services were held Sunday afternoon at 3 at the First
Baptist Church. The Rev. Truitt
Miller, pastor, officiated. Burial,
under direction of Hornbeak Funeral Home, was in Greenlea Cemetery.

Felix Bright
Felix D. Bright, former Fulton
resident, died early Saturday at
his home in Nashville. He had
been in ill health for the past
year.
Services were held at 9:45 a. m.
Sunday at Nashville and burial by
Hornbeak Funeral Home was at
Fairview Cemetery in Fulton.
Graveside rites were held at 3
ta: m. Sunday at Fairview, with
the Rev. J. L. Leggett officiating.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Eunice
Bright and a son, Lewis Bright of

Nashville.

-

Spurgeon Stover of Fulton,
Route 3, died at the Hawkins Rest
Home near Mayfield at 4:45 p. m.
Sunday, after a long illness. He
was 87.
Mr. Stover was born in Williamson County, Tenn., March 13,
1874, son of Walter T. and Mary
V. Gray Stover.
•
He first married Miss Jessie
Winsett, who died in 1944.-He
later married Mrs. Lula Parrish,
who died il 1957.
Mr. Stover leaves a daughter,
Mrs. Charles Kincaicle of St. Louis;
a sister, Mrs. J. J. Crunk of Fulton a step-son, Barkley Parrish of
Tampa, Fla.; a step-daughter, Mrs.
Eva Williams of. Fulton; and a
grandson.
HISTORICAL NOTE
He was a member of the FulHenry Clay once presented a
ton Church of Christ. lie was for- herd of imported cattle to the
merly a plumber in Fulton and Shaker religious community at
later he was engaged in farming. Pleasant Hill, Ky.
Services were held Tuesday at
2 p. m. at Jackson Brothers Fun
oral Home at Dukedom. Bro.
Feed Your Hogs
old Neal of South Fulton offici
ed. Burial was in Fairview Cem,
tery in Fulton.

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

Thomas Cooper

With Your Hoare
Grown Grain

Thomas Cyril Cooper of Dukeds;om, Route 2, died suddenly •
Fulton Hospital at 5-.45 p. m.Fr
day. He was 43.
He was a farmer and a forme!
adjuster for Gemmer Manufactur -

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky.

MR. LONG-FELLOW
YOUR SPORT SHIRT TROUBLES ARE OVER.
For you long fellas with extra long arts and long
our beautiful sport seiirts by McGregor N..
, ill handle your re
quirements beautifully.

Mrs. Looney

for the
County Homemakers
month November is:
Nov. 8, Western, Mrs. Norman
Sutton, 10:30 a. m.
Nov. 9, Bennett, Mrs. Van L.
Latta, 10:30 a. m.
Nov. 9, Fulton, Mrs. J. B. Raffety, 10:30 a. m.
Nov. 14, Central, Mrs. J. P. Wilson, 10:30 a. m.
Nov. 15, Hickman, Club Roorn,
10:30 a. m.
Nov. 16, Montgomery, Mrs. Olan
Gray, 1:30 a. m.
Nov. 17, Palestine, Community
House, 10:30 a. m.
Nov. 21, Victory, Ky. Utilities
Bldg. Fulton, 10:30 a. m.
Nov. 28, Rush Creek, Mrs. Clem
Atwil, 10:30 a. m.

ing Company in Detroit. He returned to the Dukedom area about
two months ago.
Services were held Sunday at
2 p. m. at the Cuba Church of
Christ. Bro. Lois Kingston of
Lynnville officiated. Burial was in
Cuba Cemetery under direction of
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home.
Mr. Cooper was the son of the.
late James Lee and Tessa Davidson Cooper of Graves County.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Hazel
Cooper; two daughters, Joyce Arm
and Arlene Cooper, both of Dukedom, Route 2; two brothers, Zolan
Cooper of Wingo Route 2, and
Deward Cooper of Lynnville.
Route 1; and a sister, Mrs. Clarence Roberts of Fulton.

MANY PATTERNS! ALL SIZES!
Beautiful new sweaters just received frem 5, ib tta n an:
McGregor, too.
lel III. Pomo& I
Warty 1111•1•1

GRISHAM - BUTTERWORTH

!ow down paymentl",_,_"""d`
and Easy Terms ".'"'

BENNETT

ELECTRIC

,<entuckgo lEt class!

Main Street

MEN'S WEAR
Next to Cv

'lewo;
••••

•

1,4 4 tile w • \
+

inter:441Jc &WA:61 in Jeff( r..,on

34 more mas of concrete ready
for traffic on -Kentuc:ty's Interstate System

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hoping for a formula like this- with extra potency to sur,port a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsulescAlb
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

New-type concrete is used all the way on this section of 1-64
In Jefferson, Shelby and Franklin Counties. It's another look
at a whole new world of safer, more pleasant driv.ng.
The next chance you get, drive Kentucky's new Interstate 64
and see how safe and smooth-riding a highway can be!
On new Interstate System highways like this there's not a
single stop light or crossroad. No dangerous grades or blind
curves. Lanes are wide ... and so are dividing strips.
This concrete is laid flat-to stay flat for an expected 50
years and more. For safe stops, concrete has a built-in grainy
surface. The light color of concrete lets you see better at night.
Concrete's first cost is moderate, and upkeep expense is as
much as 75(':, less than for asphalt. Put all these advantages
together and it's easy to see why concrete is the preferred
pavement for the great new Interstate System in Kentucky.
No pavement could be strong to.
oven If carved front solid rock!

PORTLAND CEMENT
ASSOCIATION
$05 Commonwealth Building, Louisville, Kentucky
A

National organization to improm and

extend the uses of concrete

Ilail

FOR 11101.10,11 WITH •SOW, FUTIllt•

NSWTIPS

The Portland Cement Association congratulates those persons working on the
project through all stages of construction:
the Bureau of Public Roads public officials, and higktimivisaije4
This four-la caner ner e perhighway,
connecting the Louisville metropolitan
area with the capital at Frankfort, will
give central Kentucky visitors a view of
the greatest peacetime construction venture of modern man ... America's 41,000mile Interstate System.
We are proud to have assisted with this
vital paving project here in Kentucky by
rendering technical assistance on concrete
construction to give this great state and
the nation a truly safe, economical and
dependable highway.
-

Mrs. Stewart
Heads Selective
Service Office

Trigg Defeats
First World
Marriage Of Miss Sharrye Johnson Community Day Fulton By 7-6
Observed Here
To Robert Van Doren, Jr. Told
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HOSPITAL NEWS

18 From County
At University

Eighteen Fulton County students
The following persons were
patients in the Fulton Hospitals are among tne 10,623 enrolled at
the University of Kentucky's main
on Wednesday morning.
campus and five two-year centers
Community
HOSPITAL
The first World
FULTON
this fall.
held here
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Johnson of Water Valley are Day observance atwas
The students from Fulton CounMrs. Vester Freeman, J. H. Patthe Cumbermorning
Friday
today announcing the marrige of their daughter, land Pesrbyterian Church.
terson, 4r., Billy Jean Dougerty, ty are:
Ben Barnett, Mary Ann Bennett,
Mrs. Walter Joyner, Percy Lee,
Sharrye, to Robert Brown Van Doren, Jr., son of Mr. and The United Church Women's
Mary Bushart,
Bynum, Costello Chambers, William Burnette,
Paul
Washington.
suphas
organization in Fulton
Susan Bushart,
Mrs. Robert Van Doren of Seattle,
Lawson Roper Mrs. C. L. Newton, Nancy Bu4nart,
inter-denomiported two other
Thomas Carney, James Cheatham,
A. J. Lowe and Mrs. Larry SenThe young couple was married ball queen last year. Being a tal- national services, namely, World
Fall, Robert Fields,
in
sing all of Fulton; Maggie James, Jr., Charlotte
in Calvert City, Ky., on November ented dancer, she has starred
FellowMay
and
Day of Prayer
Hurst, Barbara Kelly, Judith
South Fulton; Infant baby Potts, Carl
2 at 3:30 p. m. The Rev. J. F. the annual Lions-Club Minstrel ship Day and it is hoped that
Speight, Charles
Fulton Route 1; Louis Burke and Kelly, Frances
Moore officiated at the ceremony. here for several years. SO' was a World Community Day will beThomas, Margaret
Will McDade both of Fulton Route Stone, Claudy
majorette and a cheerleader at
an
as
important
as
equally
and Gary Williamson.
Miss Sharon Johnston and Alex- Fulton High, where she has taken come
3; Mrs. Ervin Stephens and Mrs Tipton
annual observance.
ander Reid, both of Gilbertsville part in all school activities.
A. GT Stewart both of Water ValParticipants in the program
were their attendants.
ley; Mrs. Glenn Covington and
Van Doren, whose parents are
were Mrs. Jr L. Leggett, Mrs. RobMrs. Harry Subblett both of
The attractive young bride was a former residents of Gilbertsville,
JohnWard
ert Rudolph and Mrs.
Cayce; Mrs. Joe Jones, Arlington
popular junior at Fulton High and his bride left Sunday by plane
son.
Route 2; Mrs. Seldon Parker,
School. She was named "Miss Jay- for Seattle, where they will make
Dukedom Route 1; Mrs. Tom Mccee" of 1961, and served as foot- their home.
The News is pleased to extend
Millin and baby, Union City; Mrs. birthday wishes to the following
Only two other states—Virginia
Henshaw, Union City Route
C.
W.
on their birthday.
and North Carolina—have as
4; Mrs. James Kimbell, Wingo,
much yellow popular sawtimber
November 9: Mrs. Minnie Bell,
Mrs Annie Pharis and Mrs. Othel
as Kentucky.
Richards and baby both of Clin- Mrs. Doyle Frields, W. B. Cradton Route 1: Mrs. Tom Winsett, dock; November 10: Mrs. Dean
Tampa, Florida.
Collier, Ginger Lea Fields, Phillip
Putnam, Miriam Grymes, Felix
JONES HOSPITAL
• The engagement of Miss Nancy Holland, daughter
Davis; November 11: Daniel McMrs. Harry Shupe, Mrs. Clyde Collum, Paul Jolley; November
of Mr. and Mrs. William Holland of Fulton and Mr. RobWilliams and baby Mrs. Ida Craig, 12: Mrs. Carey Frields, Bud
ert L. Copeland is announced by the bride-elect's parClaud Fields, G. A. Haygood all White, Mrs. C. F. Jackson, Mrs.
He is a member of the Variety
Jeff Davis, international Junior
of Fulton; Mrs. E. L. Emerson Sam Edwards, Larry Treas, Paula
ents. Mr. Copeland is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Chamber
of -Commerce vice presi- Club of Atlanta, Georgia AssociaDukedom; Arvin Hawks, Dresden; Jo Waggoner; November 13: Gene
Copeland'of South Fulton.
dent, will be the keynote speaker tion of Broadcasters, Woodmen of
David Reeves, Martin route 3.
Cannon, Mrs. John T. Price, Lura
Saturday night at the joint meet- the World and is brigade comand
Paducah
Miss Holland is the grand- late Mr. Venable of
Morelock and Mrs. Joe Davis;
of First District JCC organiza- mander, Georgia Division, Sons of
ing
elementary
200
Approximately
HOSPITAL
HILLVIEW
CopeL.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. N. the late Mr. and Mrs. C.
November 14: B. J. Pigue, Mrs. A.
tions at the Merit' Clubhouse at Confederate Veterans. He also is a schOol leaders from across the
Jr.,
Rice,
Glenn
Rose,
Patsy
is
He
Ky.
Wooten of Fulton and the late Mr. land also of Paducah,
member of the board of Georgia state are expected to attend the Mrs. Stanley Jones, Mrs. Gladys J. Kirkland, L. E. Mooneyham,
Mayfield.
Fulton
South
of
and Mrs. H. J. Holland of Water a 1959 graduate
Paducah, Mayfield, Fulton, Hick- State Chamber of Commerce, annual conference program of the Hotly, Mrs. Kate Burgess, Mrs. Gip McDade; November 15: Mrs
Valley. Ky. She was a 1959 gradu- High School and is now employed man, Arlington and Murray clubs president of Gordon Military ColDepartment of Elementary School Virginia Austin all of Fulton; C. Dee Ferguson.
Vicksin
Railroad
C.
I.
the
ate of South Fulton High School by
will be represented at the ladies' lege Alumni Association and the Principals of the Kentucky Edu- D. Jones and Kenneth Robertson
will
couple
the
where
Miss,
burg,
and is now employed by the Henry
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
night, dinner-dance program.
cation Association meeting at both of South Fulton; Leonard
reside.
I. Siegel Co.
Dinner will start at 6:30 p. in.
planis
wedding
December
A close friend of former Vice estern Kentucky State College on Wilmurth and Ray Lamb both of Accurate
A
grandson
Mr. Copeland is the
with dancing set for 9 o'clock.
Water Valley; Mrs. Roy Wade,
President Richard Nixon, he serv- November 9 and 10.
WORKMANSHIP
of Mrs. S. H. Venable and the ned.
Other noted guests will include
Registration for the conference, Hickman Route 4; Mrs. Jim
ed as the Nixon-Lodge campaign
Dan Stewart, Kentucky state JayEle"The
theme
its
as
has
Al Low Cost
Brundige, Martin Route 3; Mrs.
director in Georgia during the which
cee president.
mentary Principal Accepts His David Fleming Union City; Mrs
Watches, Clocks and Time
1960 campaign.
The guest speaker Saturday is
Leadership Role" will begin at 8 Albert Turner, Clinton.
Pieces of All Kinds Accuassistant to the president. Atlanta,
His other affiliations include a. m. (CST) Thursday, Novemrately Repaired at Low Cost
Ga., Baltimore Hotel.
president of Glenwood (Ga.) Jay- ber 9 in Van Meter Auditorium at
JUNIOR TEAMS SPLIT
by—
cees and Georgia international the college.
The South Fulton junior high
South Fulton's Junior High
The two day program will in- girls defeated the Dixie team
Jaycee director, he was state JCC
ANDREWS
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Bone of
president in Georgia at 27 and clude general meetings of the Tuesday night, while the South
Fulton, Route 4, announce the en- Chorus, which is directed by Mrs.
Company
Jewelry
the youngest state president in group on both Thursday and Fri- Fulton junior boys were defeated.
gagement and approaching mar- Nelson Tripp, made its first pubJunior Chamber of Commerce his- day a program of visitation of loriage of their daughter, Barbara lic appearance with a program
tory. He was named the outstand- cal elementary schools in the area
Bone, ot Glenn Meadows, son of Tuesday- at 1 p. m. at the South
ing state president in community by the principals; luncheons; varMr. and Mrs. Jack Meadows of Fulton gym The public was invited.
ious asembly meetings; and a
development activities.
Fulton, Route 2.
Bobby Newton was the guest
banquet.
The wedding will be solemnized
Georgia
as
During
term
his
Featured speakers during the
at 3:30 p. m., Dec. 10 at the Rice- accompanist and presented two
of
Scouts
Girl
Fulton
Sixteen
exled
in
he
nation
the
president,
numbers on the program and
principals' conference will include
ville Baptist Church in Fulton.
the
presented
been
have
53
a
Troop
is
new
He
of
tension
chapters.
Dr Harold Drummond,- professor
The bride-elect was graduated Treasa Pennington, student direcvice of education and chairman of the
national
Curved Bar Award, Girl Scout- former
Jaycee
from Fulton High in 1961. Mr. tor, sang a solo
the
award.
and
was
highest
1955
president,
in
ing's
department of elementary educaMeadows was graduated from
Those receiving the award in- outsanding young man of the year. tion of the University of New
South Fulton in 1960.
clude: Mae Mann, Sylvia Carden,
He was named chief U. S. dele- Mexico, and Dr. Mary Endres of
Judy Clayton, Donna Campbell,
Purdue University.
Andrea Melton, Carolyn Fly, San- gate for education and youth acDr. Drummond will address
dran Cash, Ann Williams, Sherry tivities of the JCC world organ- DEPS members at the first general
Milstead, Nancy Treas, Susan ization, and in 1957 attended the session of the group on Thursday
World Congress in
Mrs. Violet Johnson of Chel- Walker, Betty Bennett, Helen International
Tokyo. In 1960 he attended the at 230 p m. He will also speak to
sea, Ill., a popular former resi- Worley, Carol Luther, Margaret
world congress in Paris and was the principals at the second gendent of Fulton, is here visiting Poe and Margaret Omar.
eral session on Friday at 10:30
vice president.
elected
Mrs. Morgan Omar is the Isroorr
with her niece, Mrs. Clyde
a. m., and will assist with other
Fields. and her nephew, R. Q. leader.
He is deputy chairman, JCC group speakers in summarizing
November 12-18 will be Diabetes Moss, and their families. Mrs.
public relations, and was named the conference Friday afternoon.
Detection and Education Week Johnson, who was bookkeeper
Dr. Endres will be the principal
"Admiral" in the Nebraska Navy.
••
•
and the Fulton County Health De- at OK Laundry here for 26 years
In 1960 he was chairman of the spaker at hte annual banquet of
partment is cooperating with other before her retirement, will be
keynote program, U.' S. Jaycee teh group on Thursday at 6:00
agencies in finding previously un- here until after Thanksgiving.
p. m. in the Garrett Student Cen•
convention in St. Louis.
known cases of diabetes.
Mrs Johnson stopped by.The
ter at Western.
will
The county health nurse
News office for a visit and
test every adult with whom they everyone was delighted to see
week,
the
come in contact during
her. She reports that she is enRonnie Ward At The Organ
whether on home or office visit. joying gardening and picking
been
has
Nunis Service Station on the
The health department
berries, etc.
Mitch Miller of TV fame has its no problem at all for young
supplied by the Division of Chron"It's so nice to have some free Martin Highway is among the
nothing on Ronnie Ward, talented Ward.
ic Disease, Kentucky State De- time on my hands, to do with as newest businesses to open in the
young entertainer at the Derby
Ronnie is the son of Walter and
Importance of the proper milkpartment of Health, with simple I choose." the charming, little twin city area. Troy E. Nunis, who
held Nov. 1 Restaurant in Fulton. Each eve- Charlotte Ward of Union City. His
Services were
testing sticks to test urine speci- white-haired Mrs. Johnson said. operates four similar service sta- ing procedure was stressed by W.
the
m.
starting
p.
at 6
18- dad is owner of the Ward TV
tions in Memphis was in town last P. Burnette of Fulton recently as at 3 p. m. at the First Metho- ning,
mens. Persons whose tests are posweek with B. B. Hamilton, presi- he spoke before a meeting of the dist Church in Hickman, for A. G. year-old lad has everyone in the and Music Store there.
tive should see their phyicians
singing
while
place
along,
gives
he
He took piano lessons for eight
dent of the Hamilton Oil Distri- Obion County Dairy Assn. at the Wynne of Hickman, former Fulfor further diagnosis.
out with old favorites on the piano, years, but taught himself to play
buting Company.
Farm Burean hall in Union City. ton County sheriff who died at
It is estimated that some 15,000
organ
the
the
Side
and
Wurlitzer
the Fulton Hospital at 12:15 a. m.
the organ. He also sings on ocIn a modern and attention comKentuckians have the disease.
Mr. Burnette, owner of the Pure
Man (an automatic rhythm box). casions.
pelling building, the firm had its Milk Co. of Fulton, compared pro- Oct. 31. Burial was in the HickLast year during Diabetes DetecThe good-looking young man is
grand opening two weeks ago. per milking with proper harvest- man cemetery.
tion Week 10,365 Kentuckians were
Ronnie not only plays the old
He leaves his wife; two sons,
Mr. Nunis is a frequent visitor in ing of other farm crops.
tested and 75 new cases of diafavorites, but he also jazzes it up at present undecided about school.
Woodrow Wynne of East St. Louis with all the new songs, so he
Fulton and stated that he chose
betes were found.
is He plans to continue playing at
However, Mr. Burnette said
the location in the Ken-Tenn area farmers work all year for one har- and A. G. Wynne of La Junta, popular with both the young and The Derby until after the first of
detection can
"Since early
Colo.;
and three daughters, Mrs. the old.
the year.
because of the growth potential vest of corn or soybeans while the
simplify control of diabetes, it is
The annual audit for the City of
Ronnie's scheduled hours of
important for evreyone to be test- South Fulton was approved by the evidenced here. He was high in his dairy farmer harvests his crop of Margaret Hedges of Huntsville,
Mrs.
Ala„
Elizabeth
Not many musicians, if any, in music at the Derby are from 6
Stephenson of
ed each year. We urge every citi- council Monday night at the reg- praise of the reception his firm milk twice a day. For this reason,
and
Fulton
Mrs.
Jean
P.M.
the
Hilda
Fowto 10 P. M.
area can perform on three inzen of Fulton County to take ad- ular meeting. R. J. Cheeseman, has been given and of the friend- he said it is most important to do
—ADV.
struments at the same time, but
vantage of this life-saving effort Certified Public Accountant of liness and cooperation by local a good job at each harvest. He ler of Woodland Mills, Tenn.
by having a diabetes test during Union City presented the audit for people.
said if a dairyman follows the proMN NMI MN MEN MHO =II NMI MIN MI HINE NMI MOM MOM 1111IM HIM MEM MEM I/
i
"Diabetes Detection and Education approval.
per milking procedure it will
12-18", the
Week, November
mean much extra income for him.
TICKETS ON SALE
The audit showed a total of
health nurse said. Free test will $134,499.02 receipts for the city,
Two new members, Wilton
The South Fulton basketball
also be given by private physic- with disbursements of $142,037.52. season tickets are now on sale by Shelters of Cloverdale and Bob
ians, hospitals, and laboratories. The balance at the end of the fis- any member of the South Fulton Elliott of South Fulton, joined the
I
cal year, June 30, 1961, was $8,- Athletic Association or can be association.
picked up at the South Fulton
699.73.
WINS CHAIR
I
The council voted to invest $20,- Cleaners or Jack Lowe D-X SerMrs. R. B. Watts was the win- 000 from the gas reserve account vice Station. Tickets are $4.50, and
ner of the recliner chair given in government bonds and $10,000 are good for all home games.
I
away last week during the open from the gas revenue account in
BABYSITTER ARRESTED
house celebration at the Leader certificate of deposits.
Mrs. Marie Litton of Route 1,
It was announced that CongressSporting Goods Store on Lake
James H. Harried, governor of
Street.
man Robert A. (Fats) Everett will Martin, recently was bound over
be a guest of the city officials on to action of the grand jury on the 671st district of Rotary Intercharges •fat child-beating.
She national, making his annual ofDecember 12.
waived preliminary hearing in ses- ficial visit to each of the 52 Rosions court at Martin and was held tary Clubs in Western Kentucky, I
I
SAVE ON NEW
for action of the grand jury at the was speaker at the local club's O
SCHOOL SHOES
December term. Judge Bell fixed meeting Tuesday at the Park TerI
bond at $500 which she made.
race.
Slip-ons and ties In black;

Engagement Of Nancy Holland To
Robert Copeland Is Announced

Bone-Meadows
Engagement Told

Trigg County scored the first
time it had the ball and got a
break when Fulton missed its exMrs. Clara V. Stewart, Paducah,
tra-point attempt after scoring its
has been designated Clerk-Coonly touchdown in the third stanza ordinator for Selective Service
to hand the favored Bulldogs a 7-6 Area No. 1, State Director Lt. Colsetback at Cadiz Friday night.
onel Everette S. Stephenson anTrigg took the opening kickoff nounced today. The State has been
arid marched 61 yards in 14 plays divided into ten clerk-coordinator
to score its only touchdown of the areas.
Counties in Area No. 1 are: Balnight. Quarterback Gene Cooke
got the touchdown on a three- lard, Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle,
yard plunge and, Charles Cunning- Crittenden Fulton, Graves, Hickham added the deciding extra man, Livingston, Lyon Marshall,
point to give the Wildcats a 7-0 McCracken, and Trigg.
lead early in the opening quarter.
Mrs. Stewart is a native of
County. She is a graduFulton came back with a six- Hickman
High School. She
pointer midway of the third pe- ate of Lone Oak
Service emriod when halfback Ladd Stokes has been a Selective
January 1952 and is
scored on a one-yard dive to pull ployee since
the McCracken County
the Bulldogs within 7-6. However, clerk of
the PAT attempt was no good and local board.
Mrs. Lena M. Lawson is Clerk
Trigg was home free with slim
of the Fulton County Selective
decision.
Service Local Board.

Fulton Jaycees To Hear International
JCC President Speak At Mayfield Session

School Leaders
To Attend
Conference

Junior Chorus
Presents Program

16 Girl Scouts
Receive Highest
Award In Fulton

Diabetes Detection
Week Observed
In Fulton County

Happy Birthday

It's "Sing Along" With Ronnie
Ward Each Evening Al The Derby

Mrs. Violet Johnson
Visits In Fulton

Hums Station
Has Opening In
South Fulton

Dairymen Hear
W.P.Burnette

Services Held
For A. G. Wynne

South Fulton
Council Approves
Annual Audit

THIS COUPON WORTH

100 .7.1Z1

Rotary Club Has
District Governor

DINNER
PARTY

Mrs. Elam Dies
Wednesday Morning

sizes I and up; Widths B and D.

PRICES START AT

$6.95 Pr.

Main Street

Fulton

Mrs. Marvin Elam died at 12:30
a. m. Wednesday in the Presbyterian St. Luke's Hospital in Chicago.
She was the' mother of Mrs.
John Atwill of Lowell, Ind.
The body will be returned to
the Whitnel Funeral Home in Fulton by ambulance Thursday. Funeral arrangements are incomplete.
Mrs. Joe Atwill of near Cayce is
a mother of John Atwill.
Her cud a wise cow calmly
chews. Merchants wisely use The
News.
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JEWEL BOX & GIFT SHOP

Fulton, Ky.
Main St.
WI
- : $1.00
4
PHONE 916
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$1.00
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"For These Who Want The Very Best"
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GREEN BEANS
REDEEMABLE AT ANY LOCAL
INDEPENDENT GROCERY
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students
rolled at
:y's main
r centers

That annual affair, the only
convention in Kenutcky where
farm families get together to discuss and recommend action to
solve their problems will get underway in Lexington on Sunday,
November 12.

Coun-

Bennett,
Bushart,
Bushart,
heatham,
rt Fields,
y, Judith
Charles
Margaret
son.

day

BILL RICE
CLARENCE MOLINE

o extend
following

inie Bell,
B. Crad-s. Dean
s, Phillip
is, Felix
iniel Mciovember
ds, Bud
son, Mrs.
,as, Paula
13: Gene
-ice, Lura
e Davis;
Mrs. A.
oneyham,
15: Mrs

[IP
cost

Time
Accuice Cost

i

•

Perby

Farm Bureau To
Meet November 12

A U. S. senator, the governor, a
noted farm magazine publisher,
two representatives of the American Farm Bureau, and an outstanding farm educator are scheduled to provide information to
farm families attending the 42nd
meeting which will last through
Wednesday, November 15. The
latest information on legislation,
regulations and research bearing
on the different farm crops will be
discussed during the commodity
conferences on Monday afternoon.

en pound, 10 oust girl, born at
IT'S A BOY!
1:50 p. m., Nov. 4, at Jones Hos-Mr. and Mrs. William S. Wilson
of Mobile, Ala., are the parents of pital.
Is there or is there not a rat a five pound, one-half ounce baby
problem in Union City?
boy, born Octobe 25 at the Mobile
IT'S A BOY!
Charles
Herman Infirmary.
Sanitarian
Scates and Union City Building
Mr. Wilson is the son of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas McInspector Coy Green say, no.
Mrs. Homer Wilson of Fulton.
Millin of Union City are the parHowever, a mother, whose child
ents of a seven pound, eight ounce
was botten some 50 or 60 times by
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Phipps of son born at 12:20 p. m., Nov. 2 at
rats, along with many of her
Mayfield are the parents of a sev- Fulton Hospital.
neighbors, say yes.
The controversy began recently
after the two-month-old child of
Mrs. Sylvia Williams of Union
City was reported suffering from
rat bites about the mouth, face
and arms.

Some Say Rat Problem
Exists In Union City

(Continued from page one)
water system and the costly losses
that have been draining the city
resources. His experience in the
maintainance of a water system
in the Louisville area undoubtedly will serve the city well. .
Of the two other elected commissioners Robert S. (Bob) McCain is a retired maii carrier and
Clarence Moline is an employee of
the Ferry-Morse Seed Company.
Early election campaign talk revealed that the sincere appeal to
the voters made by these candidates gained them votes among the
teen-agers and the older citizens.
Fulton's city election commanded the spotlight of yesterday's general election. With 1186 votes cast
the voting superceded the 1151
voters who went to the polls last
May, in the usually heavy ballotting for county races. A total

Tomorrow takes on rosy hue
when your ad is in The News.

All you need is a bottle opener!

ENJOY A SCREWDRIVER
any time...any place!

TV REPAIR
All Makes and Models
•
MOTOROLA
Sales and Service

of 2341 votes was cast all over
the county.
HOLLAND SPEAKS
•
In other election sidelights:
L. Holland, superintendent
W.
beon
campaign
—A write-in
half of defeated magisterial can- of the Fulton City Schools, will be
didate A. L. Cox netted only 86 the speaker at the Nov. 9 meeting
votes for Cox. His opponent, Hu- of the Terry-Norman P-TA. The
111 Lake St.
bert Wilkins received 213. Wilkins meeting will start at 2:30 p. m.
MISM=IM,
tied for the office in the primary
with Cox and they flipped a coin
for the decision with Wlikins getting the nod. The race was for
magistrate in the second magisterial district.
—Norman Sutton, Jr. received 14
write-in votes in the race for magistrate in the fourth magisterial
district. Sutton also was a candidate in the primary. Winner of the
race in May and on Tuesday was
Jeff Darnell.
—A rash of other "candidates"
received write-in votes, but obviously all have conceded their
defeat.
—An almost solid Democratic
vote elected state representative,
Hoyt Barnett; County Judge, J. C.
Attorney.
County
Bondurant;
James Amberg; County Court
Clerk, Dee Langford; Jailer, Baker Minton; tax commissioner, Elmer Murchison; coroner, Donald
Two persons were injured in an Chaney.
Magistrates elected were Wilaccident four miles south of Fulton on Highway 51 Monday after- burn Allen, Hubert Wilkins, Bert
Yarbro, Jr., and Jeff Darnell. Connoon at 2:45.
Those injured were Herman stables elected were William HagEvans, 47, colored, of Union City, an, Bobby Curlin, John Lattus and
who was treated for lacerations of Evans Terrett.
the face at Hillview Hospital, and
Mrs. Rubye Nell Seay, 55, of Dresden, Route 4, who suffered injuries
of the head, shoulder and leg. She
was taken to the Obion County
Hospital in Union City.
A Third man has been arrested
The accident was investigated
by Constable John Adams of South in Mayfield in connection with two
Fulton and Tennessee State Po- break-ins in Obion County on
liceman Bill Meneese of Union Monday night of last week, Obion
County Sheriff Chester Locke reCity.
According to Adams the acci- ported.
Sheriff Locke said a fourth man,
dent occurred in the following
whose identity has not been remanner.
Pepsivealed, is being sought in the case.
Evans attempted ot pass a
The officer said a man whose
Cola truck, driven by William Andoand
name is Burch Toons has been
dree Boone, 31, of Martin
of
end
jailed in Mayfield and charged
ing so ran into the back
the truck. The truck was damaged with breaking and entering the
the
while
$200,
of
Gibson County Electric Memberto the extent
Evans automobile was a total ship Corp. building in Union City
wreck. Mrs. Seay was following and the concessions stand at the
the two vehicles and saw the ac- Starlite "Drive-In theatre, located
cident occurred. She applied her on the Fulton-Union City highbrakes, lost control of her car way.
and it went into a ditch. Her car
Obion county already has bewas damaged to the extent of gun extradition processes against
two other men, Lamar West and
$500.
Evans was arrested on a DWI James Kenneth Riley of Lynnville,
charge. Constable Adams said that Ky., arrested by Highway Pahe was so drunk he had to be car- trolman Jo Hill of Fulton at Winried by the officers. The colored go the night of the burglary. West
man is being held in the Obion and Riley have refused to waive
County Jail.
extradition.
He was taken to Hillview in a
"If Toons refuses to come back
Whitnel ambulance, while Mrs. to face the charges," Sheriff Locke
Seay was taken to the Union City said, "we'll extradite him, too."
hospital in an automobile.

DeMYER—

IT'S A GIRL!
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wiley, I
Paducah, formerly of Fulton, al
the parents of a baby girl, 'bor
October 26, at the Western Bapti,
Hospital in Paducah. Mr. Wih
was formerly managyr of the It
cal Southern Hell office.

Wade Television

LIQUOR
AND MIXER
ALL IN ONE
BOTTLE!
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Phone 450
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Two Persons Are
Injured In Wreck

Third Man Nabbed
In Recent Breakins

is your friend
and companion ......
every hour of the day

good music, fast and

for young
Valter and
City. His
Ward TV
s for eight
,•If to play
gS On OC

mg man is
out school.
playing at
.he first of
hours of
re from 6

One Dismissed,
Another Fined

V.
The case of Elvis Brockwell of
Fulton, charged with hitting a car
and running from the law was
dismissed by County Judge J. C.
Bondurant.
Mrs. Nan Jackson of Fulton
was fined $19 for issuing a cold
check.

Nine Freight Cars
Derailed Monday
Nine Illinois Central freight cars
were derailed Monday morning at
4 o'clock at the south end of the
Highway 51 underpass.
The wreckage was about cleared
at noon Monday. Only a small
amount of track was damaged by
the derailment, according to the
Yard Master's office.

Feed Your Hogs

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT
With Your Home
Grown Grain

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky.

NOMINATED FOR HONOR —
Mrs. Horace Luther of Mayfield,
sister of Mrs. Leland Jewell,_has
been nominated for the honored
title of Kentucky Mother of the
Year. She is the mother of Mrs.
Gene Roberts of Mayfield, Mrs.
Edward Bugg of Clinton and Horace Luther, Jr., of Evansville, Ind.
She has several grandchildren.
NO MULES HERE
Members of the religious sect
known as Shakers, who foundeo
the Pleasant Hill community in
Kentucky, never raised or used
mules. They reasoned that the
mule was not one of God's creatures but a man-made animal.

RUPTURE
Expert Coming To Mn'fI, Id and
Union file Agal•

GEO. L. HOWE
Well-known expert from Indianapolis will personally demonstrate
his method without charge at the
Hall Hotel, Mayfield, Monday,
Nov. 13th from 2 P. M. to 6
P. M. & at the Davy Crockett
Hotel, Union City, Friday, Nov.
17th same hours. Ask for Mr.
Howe at desk.
Mr. Howe says the Dowe method
contracts the openings In remarkably short time on the average
and puts you back to work the
same day as efficient as before
you were ruptured.
Large And difficult ruptures following operations especially solicit-

.d.

Do not overlook this opportunity
It you want gratifying results.
Mailing address: HOWE RUPTURE
T. Golden Pond, RE

accurate news
public service and
proven sales results,
make WFUL the most
listened to radio
station in the
KENN-TENN area.
104.9 FM

1270 AM
LISTEN TO WFUL SPORTS ON FM

• NEW HOPE NEWS • CHESTNUT GLADE

•McCONNEIL NEWS • AUSTIN SPRINGS

Airs. Harvey Vaughan •

By Mrs. Elmer WaIdon

Mrs. L. T. Caldwell •

Mrs. Carey Frields •

ROCK SPRING NEWS
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By Nettle Lee Copelen

UK MICROBIOLOGY HEAD
Mrs. Jim Burke, Mrs. Vascoe
Old Bethel tsaprist church has
McClanahan
Brother
of
Mrs.
Bates
Fulton,
Paul
John
visited
Dr. Morris Scherago, head of
Mrs. Francis Cunningham of
Simpson, Mrs. Edna Strong, Mrs.
been torn away recently and is beformer Central Church of Christ
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green Thurs- the Department of Microbiology at
iartiington D. C. returned to her
Fred Vaughan and Mrs. Harvey
ing built out on the Boydsvilleafternoon.
Fulton,
the
of
minister
new
is
day
University of Kentucky, has
the
ome Wednesday after spending
Vaughan attended the Weakley
Palmersville Road. The church lot
Canady spent the week- been made a diplomat of the
minister of the McConnell Church
.veral weeks with relatives and
County Council of Home Demonwas purchased sometime ago and
AU types of Insurance
of Christ. We feel very fortunate
American Board of Microbiology
end with Marie Copelen.
:iends in Fulton, Hickman, Clinstration Clubs in Dresden Saturnow the re-building is underway.
Misses Martha Copelen and Na- —the first Kentuckian to be ain having secured the services of
ai and Crutchfield.
day afternoon. Plans were made
Rev. Howard Miller is pastor of
SAVE ! GET our
Brother Bates. He succeeds Broomi Moore spent the weekend warded the honor.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hansen of
this church, and a young man in
for the 100 percent and Achievewith Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Gilther Hoyt Barnett of Hickman,
ie Bahama Islands visited Mr.
Dr. Scherago is nationally acment Luncheon that will be at the
the ministry, who counts the pray- bert.
PACKAGE DEAL
who was recently elected as Kenrid Mrs. Elmer Walston Saturday
claimed for many discoveries, inDresden School Cafeteria Decemers of all.
A Stanley party was given in
tucky State Representative. We
fternoon. Mr. Hansen who is in
-Covering everything"
ber „2. from Fayetteville, Tenn.
Mr. Dave Mathis is able to be the home of Mrs. Lorene Howell cluding the fairly recent blood
wish Brother Barnett much success
ie U S. Navy has been stationed
test which denotes both prevalMr. and Mrs. Jack Graves and
in his new endeavors and we out again, after being laid up with Wednesday night.
n the Islands for the past 4 years
Fulton,
Phone WI
Ky.
ence and severity of tuberculosis
Children from Fayetteville, Tenn.
warmly welcome Brother Bates a nail wound in his foot for sevrid they are on their way to
in humans. He and others in his
422 Lake St.
visited Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Jones
Mrs.
Turner
Lucy
few
spent
a
eral
weeks.
and his family in our congrega.ockford, Illinois where they will
last weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Cunning- days last week with Mr. and Mrs. department are still working on
tion. Services are held each Sunisit their daughter for a few
refinements of the test.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McKnight
day with classes commencing at ham and children Steve and Beth, C. A. Turner and children.
ays.
from Sheffield, Alabama visited
Several from this community at10:00, preaching services at 11:00 of Bowling Green, Kentucky spent
Mr. and Mrs. Fred- Hudson visitrelatives here the past weekend.
tended the funeral of Doretha
A. M. and 6:00 P. M. with mid- the past week with parents Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Sanders
era RAVI A PARTY
Mrs. Lucy Gibbs went home with
week services commencing at 7:00 and Mrs. Eric Cunningham in Roberson Sunday.
unday night .Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
them for a visit.
Dresden
and
also
visited
in
this
each Wednesday evening.
dwards• and son Brent of MadiMr. and Mrs. Floyd Conner
Mr. Ches Morrison is attending
inville. Ky. spent last weekend
We wish to congratulate Mrs. area Saturday. They made the re- visited awhile Friday afternoon
the State Farm Bureau Conventurn
trip
on
Sunday.
•ith her mother and grandmother
Claude Lee on her 75th birthday.
with Elmoore Copelen and family.
tion in Nashville this week. SevThe School of Missions held at
Several of her friends visited with
Irs. Guynell Howell.
eral others from hte County also
The Wesley Methodist Church
her in her home in the afternoon New Salem Baptist Church the
are attending.
TWO IJR INFORMATION
unday School teacriers will atof Wednesday, November 1st, to past week was well attended acMr. and Mrs. Roy Nix Mr. and
extend birthday greetings to her cording to a report reaching your
lid the teachers training school
Mrs. Durrel Terrell, Mr. 'and Mrs.
Two
University of Kentucky in- Most complete stock in
Felton, Ky.
and in remembering her with a writer. A different speaker was
t the 1st Methodist Church in
Dale Cummings, Mr. and Mrs. IrWest Kentucky
had each night and the church, formation teams are visiting 16
442-44 Lake Street
gift.
triton this week.
vin Brundige and Mrs. Ches Morin
points
the
state
inforto
carry
Mrs. Guyness Howell spent SunMrs. Henry Collier of Martin with the pastor Rev. James Holt,
rison enjoyed a fish supper with
mation about UK to prospective
-iy night with her sister Mrs.
spent last week-end with Mrs. are now much better familiar with
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
students and their parents, alumni,
the work of our missionaries.
pal Webb.
Sam Welch.
last Tuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. James Roy Rob- school personnel and parents of
Mrs. Ben Jones of Ruthville
Judge Pentecost, Mayor Gaystudents currently attending UK.
visited with Mrs. Sam Welch Fri- erts continue to work on their
lord, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ezell, Mrs.
OUT ON BOND
house, where they are adding a
day afternoon.
Persons from 87 counties surBalla Netherland of near Ful- Melba Wash, Mrs. Mary Tice, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. McCord ob- new porch and an extra room. rounding the 16 visitation sites
m, who was recently charged adn Mrs. Guy Barber, Mrs. Harvey served their 50th Wedding Anni- They are doing the work themhave been invited to attend the
ith attempted murder following Vaughan, Mrs. Baxter Fisher Ind versary on Sunday, November 6th. selves, just in spare time and beWALKER DELUXE
sessions, according to Dr. Elbert
shooting incident, is out of jail several others from Weakley, at- We wish to congratulate them and fore long they will have finished
Not four, not five, not
W. Ockerman, director of school
tended a meeting of the Reelfoot
a a $10,000 bond.
their
task.
to wish many more years of hapseven, but 8 YEARS
relations who is heading the proRegional Library Board at the
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cherry ject.
piness for them.
OLD. Straight Bourbon
'At
Greystone Hotel in Paris last
visited
in
the
home of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight A. Drumm
Whiskey; 8 Years, 86.8
Thursday night.
Mr.
Rubles
Thomas
the past Satand daughter, Debbie, of Martin
Proof.
Mrs. Jim Brundige has been a
urday.
visited her mother, Mrs. L. T.
patient at the Hillview Hospital
Feed Your Hogs
Over at the Hillman Westbrook
Caldwell and family, over the
the past several days.
farm work is coming along on a
A group- of young people who week-end.
Mrs. Mary Cook and Mrs. Luth- new back porch; which will add
are members of the Senior Class
more convenience to their home.
. .0
at the Oak Grove Church met at er Caldwell attended funeral serFor sometime this writer has revices of Mrs. Carroll Looney Sun$3.40
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
.at
day afternoon at Fulton. Mrs. ported that our section was over- A Completely Balanced
$5.40
Vaughan for a Weiner roast one
Fifth
USE
Looney and family resided in our ridden with skunks, so numerous
night recently. Those present were
Ration For Fast, Efficimidst for many years while Mr. this year that they run, romp and
Charles and Carolyn Colley, Judy
Looney was engaged as a rural play in yards and barnyards. It is ent Gain
Oliver, Tony and Terry Taylor,
mail carrier out of the McConnell just amazing how playful and
Donnie Winston, Darlene and
Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc.
Post Office. We extend our deep- gentle they are, feeding here and
Brenda Bennett, Tommy Harwood,
Peoria, Illinois
est sympathy to the Looney.family there.
Fulton, Ky.
Kenneth and Linda Watts, and
Mrs. J. Corbitt Rickman is havin their loss.
Anurr•ca's
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughan.
Mrs. Mary Cook and son, Owen ing her teeth extracted, which
Most Popular"
Mrs. Will Reed continues to imT., Mrs. Thad Parrish and sons, caused considerable pain.
prove nicely at her home after
r-Our deep sympathy is extended
being dismissed from the hospital James Larry and David Cook, to the
family of Mrs. Johnnie
visited the home place of their
where she was a patient for sevgrandparents, great grandparents Looney, who expired Thursday
eral weeks.
and great great grandparents in night in Fulton at the home of her
A tobacco barn on the Jess Pate
Caldwell County near Princeton, daughter, Mrs. Pete Green after a
farm burned during the wind
Kentucky last Sunday. Mrs. Cook long illness. Death came as restorm Thursday night. David and
is the daughter of the late Mrs. sults of a heart attack. Funeral
Tommie Pate lost tobacco crops
Tom Caldwell nee Ella Ladd Cald- services were conducted at the
that were housed in the bairn.
First Baptist Church. Rev. Truett
well.
The Chestnut Glade Club met
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Gill were Miller officiated with burial in
in the home of Mrs. Harvey Vaudinner guests of their daughter, Greenlea cemetery.
ghan Monday for a craft work day.
Mrs. George Kennedy and husSeveral candles and trivets were
band Saturday night.
finished.
SPEECH EDUCATORS HOLD
Less than three per cent of Kentucky's high school youth are getCRITICALLY HURT
ting normal training in oral comJames Bridges of Wickliffe ret: r73;
:ufa,%yr
,:r Of
ceived critical injuries in an acmunication, according to a report
of
cident
the Kentucky Speech Educators
about 10 Mondya morning
Orril
Association.
10,9
at Murray's Saw Mill near CrutchMsist On Easy-On
The
Kentucky
Society
for
CripThe
report was issued on behalf
field. He was crushed by a log,
AT YOUR
while loading a truck. He is a pled Children reported today it of the association by Dr. J. W.
aided
4416
children
and
adults
Patterson,
patient
at Fulton Hospital.
LOCAL DEALER
University of Kentucky
last year and opened its new re- assistant professor
of speech, folsident camp - Camp Kysoc.
lowing a conference of the group
The 37th annual meeting of the on the UK
campus.
society will be held Thursday,
According to a recent survey by
OUALITY
Nov. 9. at the Brown Hotel in members of
the association, the
naf
WINDOW
Louisville.
report stated, of the three per
A Clay Stewart, Lexington, so- cent
MATERIALS
who are receiving formal
NOM IN NEAT KEEP OUT COLD
ciety president, said physical de- training7 many
of the courses are
velopment at Camp Kysoc for the being
taught by teachers having
•
year ended Aug. 31 included com- only three
hcurs of speech or none
Only
Impala Sport Coupe... goes as smooth as it looks
•CRYSTAL CLEAR
pletion of three important build- at ill • CUT,TACK, SEW or :CAL
290
L\--26
ings
the
dining
hall
and
recrea• HUNDREDS OF USES
one could reasonably want.
tion center, the li'ealth center and
IN DOORS a OUTDOORS M MA WI&
4°
That head-in-the-clouds JetIn.C•11
Wall “Col•0420
the administration building.
etOme
10.01.1111
111TILIMAI
.
If you've a yen for room,refineA total of 86 youngsters attendsmooth ride. The power choices
ed the camp for limited sessions
ment and riding comfort (at a
up to a pulse-racing 409 h.p.*
162 /Ira-PANE
during July and August, and many 207 Commercial
,
price that takes the high cost
Phone 58
The whopping deep-well trunk.
more children will be able to atvowim out of feeling luxurious), take a
Fact is, the more you get to
tend next summer, he added.
JAMES HAZELWOOD
guest drive in this one. You'll
know this built-for-keeps beauty,
see why this is all the car anyMain Street
the more you'll find to like.
501 Walnut
UAL KILLEBREW
Phones 96, 99
GOOSE HUNTING
Kentucky's 60-day
'Optional at extra coat
statewide
—Slip Covers; seat covers
goose hunting season will open at
—Upholstering
kinds:
(all
sunrise, Friday, November 10, and
modern and antique
continue through January 8, Min— Draperies
or Clark, commissioner of the
Sample this savvy saver
—Awnings, tarpaulins
Department of Fish and Wildlife
and you'll discover just
Resources, announced today.
how dapper dependabilTransparent
ity can be. Here's a brand-new line of
Plastic
cars, sensibly designed to save you
money on service, maintenance and
operation. The ride is wonderfully gentle
and precise, thanks to new Mono-Plate
'E HAVE A COMPLETE LINE
rear springs. Roominess, for people and
30 .72
.
la eat
33
P.,an,C he." •
MOUIPI•10 • Maw
stuff, is remarkable. Discover all the
rO
or.
r • tat
happy details for yourself—at your
Home owned, operated by
Chevrolet dealer's.
THAD FAGAN
Fulton
PHONE 28 302 Main St.
12 LAKE

Dewey Johnson

Tem Favara• sftweille

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration

Browder Milling Co.

a
STORMEJ
WINDOW
KI

toa, SAMPLE A NEW
t st.,'62 CHEVROLET

Come in and drive any(or all three)of these new cars for'62

4416 Crippled
Children Aided

reop

WE HAVE THE GENUINE

FLEX &GLASS
GLASS.O.NET
WYRU.4LASS
SCREN•GLASS

FLEX.0

S. P. MOORE &

ToirD1
tu10,

1 '62 CIIEVROLET

CO'

X• HUD-DLESTON CO. Builder's Supply Inc

1

NEW Cl VYII

as'
6"
3 for $1.
STORM
WINDOW
KIT

WESTERN AUTO

DOLLAR STORE

.4oat OtexAOW COST, STORM DOORS,
41
STORM WINDOWS,FORCH ENCLOSURES
)
WITH ONE OF ev
Cheaper than Glass

MATER1K4
FLEXIBLE, SHATTERPROOF, MADE BETTER, LAST LONGER
44

Cut'7
4andTackOn
VUSt

AN

311*

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 Lake Street

Phone 1

PERSONAL LOANS TO

s 00
Auto - Furniture - Signature
25 MONTHS TO PAY

Fulton Loan Co.
204 MAIN ST.

PHONE 658

'62 CO11171111

Here's a fleet-footed
blend of sports car
spirit and thrifty practicality. Along with some neat new
refinements, Corsair's rally-proved
four-wheel independent suspension,
rear-engine design and tenacious
traction are all back, as rarin' to go
as ever. If you haven't had a go in
Corsair, your Chevrolet dealer's the
man to correct that oversight.

Monza Club Coupe .sporty goer with savings galore

It's easy as 1-f-3 to pick a winner at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's,

Taylor Chevrolet-Buick, Inc.
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 380? 899
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With JIM PRYOR
Agrasn.rol Aplomb NIsIs Co.toil labia
CLIPPING ... PROFITABLE TO
FARMER AND INDUSTRY
The clipping of dairy cows is one
of the essentials of dairying. Clean
pure milk can seldom be produced
from udders with long hair. It is
almost impossible to sterlize an
udder with long hair in the short
time most of us have in preparing
the cows for milking. Most graded
milk markets require producers to
practice clipping, however, whether you are selling on the fluid
market, for manufactured milk or
lust using the milk at home you
should always clip the cows. It
will result in a higher quality product!
All dairymen, whether large
or small have problems in producing milk. Shall we look at some of
the advantages of clipping and
maybe you will recognize some of
your trouble spots. First, clipping
reduces sediment by removing
dirt catching, and bacteria infested
long hair; next, clipping lowres
the bacteria count. Long hair harbors bacteria as well as other foreign materials and the bacteria
cannot be strained from the milk
as would be a leaf or stick that

could happen to fall into the buck- I
et. It just stands to reason that '
the shorter the hair, the fewer the
bacteria can climb on. Clipping
saves time and labor, because of
the short hair, udders are easily
cleaned with the bactericidal solution. This makes the job of preparation much faster and easier.
Clipping also aids in controlling
lice. Tests made at the University
of Wisconsin prove that overall
clipping is a step in the right direction in the lice control program. I
We do not clip all the cow in this
area, however, the three or four
stripes down the back of the cow
will give a great deal of control,
since this area is commonly called
the highway of the lice to moisture sources. It is a proven fact
that lice travels this area and
whn the long hair is removed, entomologists say the lice leave.
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FHS Students Travel Far and WidE
During the 1961 Summer Vacation
FROM THE FIB "KENNEL"

here are the areas of the cow!
most commonly clipped: First the
tail head and tail, cropping the
switch about hock high; then the Plattorm guests at the airport dedicated last Sat- Rev. 1. I.. Leggett, Public Service Commissioner
rear udder and inside the legs. urday seem to have gotten a good laugh u hen Gov- Ned Breathitt, Mrs. Paul Westpheling Dewey JohnNext clip as far as can be reached ernor Bert T. ('ombs (standing) invited all those son, Lt.-Gov. Wilson Wyatt, Commissioner Phil
under the belly and fore udder present to visit him in Frankfort and wind the Swift, Mayor Nelson Tripp and two unidentified
and with the edge of the clipper floral clock. Left to right are: Rep. Hoyt Barnett, members of the Civil Aeronautics Commission.
mark a line from the milk well
around the hook bone, then clip
out the flank and the three trips
up the back for Mr. Louse and
you are through. Keep the clippers against the cow at all times
and NEVER stand behind the cow,
The new social security retire- of $1200 or less cause no loss of
but to one side.
ment test, according to Charles benefit monies. Now, however,
Remember this, tne cleaner the Whitaker, Paducah district man- when yearly earnings exceed $1200
More than 1,500 student musicproduct you sell to the plant, the ager, will mean more family in- benefit money is withheld at the ians and their
teachers are excleaner the product that goes on come to many Western Kentucky rate of $1 for each $2 earned over pected to attend
the annual state
the market, thus the stronger your residents. This test, which limits $1200 and up to $1700, plus $1 for convention of the
Kentucky Music
company will be in this compedi- the earnings a beneficiary may each $1 earned over $1700.
Educators Association on Novemtive era. Clean milk is just sound have, has been changed numerous
Related provisions that are still ber 16, 17. and 718 at Western
times—twice within
the past
business in dairying.
effective permit payments, regard- Kentvelzy State Cellege•
twelve months.
less
of the amount of yearly earnRugs Need Cleaning?
Highlights of the three day conThe two latest changes affect ings, for months
that the bene- vention wi I include
public conthose whose earnings exceed $1200 ficiary is age 72 or
OFFERS REWARD
Dry-clean them yourself, like new,
over, or months certs by
the All State Orchestra
a year. Now, less benefit money that he neither
in n few minutes. Rent our
earns
over
$100 and the All State Chorus; the
Joe Fuller is offering a $100 re- is lost because of earnings over
LouGLAMORENE
ward, with no questions asked, for $1200. Further, and perhaps more in wages nor performs substantial isville String Quartet: the Simon
services
as
a
self-employed
perinformation leading to the arrest important, deductions because
Electric Rug Brush
Kenton High School Concert Band
of
and conviction of the thieves, who excess earnings by a retired work- son. These permit an eligible per- from Independence: the Bowling
(Low daily rental, $2)
son
whose
seasonal
work
or
is
who
Green High School choir; the
Yes! We sell GLAMORENE dry- broke into his service station er can be made "by the dollar"
for any reason does not work in a Western Kentucky
cleaner; 1 gallon does up to 4 north of Fulton early Sunday. The against total family benefits. BeState College
particular
to
get
month
his
paybrass choir; and a unique Band-A9x12 carpet areas; kills moths in- items stolen included 60 cartons of fore these chrenges, when a partthat
ment
month.
for
cigarettes, a new TV set, a case of ially retired worker exceeded the
Rama show by four outstanding
stantly.
oil, five cases of beer about $20 allowed annual earnings,
by a dolEligible persons who still work Kentucky bigh school marching
We also rent—
in nickels, a card of lighters and lar or so, the
full benefit clit-It aid who hive .
r od
•0 yseveral other small items.
Hospital Beds
for him, and any others in the ments may find it profitable, says
Actually, music for the convenfamily getting payments on his Whitaker, to visit or write to the tion will be furnished by 18 difHigh Chairs
record,
was
withheld.
security
for
full
social
office
inferent
high school and college
RUPTURE
Wheel Chairs
As in the past, annual earnings formation.
groups. In addition to the previous
The New Sensational Invention
Roll-away beds
ly
named
groups, musical orSutherland's "MD" Trump
ers," he said.
ganizations from the University of
No Belts — No Straps —
BENNETT ELECTRIC
Louisville
Murray
State College,
No Odors
The other two phases of the
Madisonville, Morgantown, Princebe:
Walnut St.
will
campaign
Phone 201
new safety
City Drug Co., Fulton
ton, Lexington, and Central City
highlighted in the coming months will also
perform during the conI
Reckless
or
schedule.
to
according
11011111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111011111111111111101111111111111111
minr!!1,,lop!!111,111trilippl.„Lx[m:
The Terrible Trio, a group of careless driving will be the sub- vention.
And these signs shall follow them that
traffic tourists highlighted by the ject emphasized during November, . Willis Page, director of the
believe; In my name shall they cast
Safety Program of the State De- when this violation is prevalent Nashville Symphony, will serve as
out devils; they shall speak with new
partment of Public Safety, are and driving while drinking is the guest conductor of the 90-piece
tongues.
St. Mark 16,-17.
"local folks."
violation that takes precedence All State Orchestra. The All State
Commissioner Gienn Lovern so during December. Fall holiday Chorus of 300 voices will be dibranded the characters as he spell- weekends are extremely hazard- rected by Dallas Draper, choral
SUNDAY SCHOOL — 10: A. M.
ed out the three phases to be ous and an accelerated program director at Louisiana State UniCHURCH SERVICES — 11: A. M.
EVENING SERVICE
highlighted. "These characters will be in effect for all holiday versity.
—
7: P. M.
epitomize anyone who allows travlers in an attempt to keep
E. C. WORLEY, PASTOR
himself to be transformed into a Kentucky drivers from being one
traffic monster when driving. of the "Terrible Trio" characters
When we let our emotions con- and swelling the holiday death
103 TAYLOR STREET
SO.FULTON, TENN. trol our driving habits, take un- tolls.
domiumeruilwiumuimmommiminniiiiiiiimmioriiiimilliimilmalinmsominimumummgmmeatunmumni. necessary chances, drive too fast
for conditions, or drive after a few
social drinks, we change into the
DANIEL BROOM SAYS ....
characters of the Terrible Trio,"
CARRY A LITTERBAG
.•••,
Lovern added.
The death toll caused by speeding is unusually high for October
and the plan is to emphasize
speeding for October. Driving too
fast for conditions is listed as a
top traffic violation for October
and weather conditions change
drastically during the month. Daylight hours shorten and inclement
weather causes streets and highways to become unusually slick
and dangerous.
Commissioner Lovern has advocated the safety education apKENTUCKY'S BEAUTY
proach to better inform motorists
WE MUST NOT MAR,
of highway safety problems. "We
KEEP YOUR LITTER
hope that the people of Kentucky
IN THE CAR.
will come to know the Terrible
DRIVE CAREFULLY
Trio and recognize them as kill-

More Social Security Income Predicted
For Many Western Kentucky Families

! Musicians, Teachers
To Attend Annual
State Convention

• Fulton High was well represented all over the United States and
in Canada this summer as many of
her'students took vacation trips.
Florida seems to have been the
choice spot for FHS vacationers.
Terry Thomas and Dotty -Hogan,
freshmen, stayed at Clearwater
Beach for their "Sunshine Nacation"..Mal-tha and Mary DeMyer,
junior and sophomore respectively, enjoyed a week at Daytona
Beach and then visited Cape Canaveral, St. Augustine, and Marine
Land. Kay Morris and Linda
Whitnel stayed at Fort Myer:
Beach for a week.
Margaret Joe, a freshman, accompanied her aunt by jet to Ne
York City and, while her aunt ata medical convention,
tended
Margaret toured the city with the.
teenage sons and daughters of doctors from all over the U. S.
Donnie Green, a sophomore, al.•o
visited thee big city of New York I
and other points of interest in that
section of our country.
Joe Mac Williamson had a
rainy vacation in the Smok%
Mountains. Jimmy Wright ae..
Bob Anderson spent nearly a:.

TIRE FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHURCH

SUNDAY
NOV. 12
Also Nov. 19

Fulton Kitty
League Park

,-;
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t
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Phone 502

Fulton, Ky
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IN A

SELF-FEED
BLOCK

AClat.;1111 'a
East State Line

The earlier
you trade
the more

Phone 202

zons
:ouzo
you get

Hurry ... be an Early Trader, and
collect bonus dollars now! Come in and
let us show you how big your
cash bonus can be.
You'll collect your Early Trader's
Bonus on any purchase of new IH
equipment of $500 or more ...from
tractors to twine, from tillage tools to
harvesting equipment.
When you buy, you'll earn a shower
of dollars ... you'll collect interest at
the rate of 6% on your trade-in and/or
down payment. And you get iouL
bonus chock at oncel

FECTED BY LENNOX, WORLD'S

Fulton

Browder Milling Co.

Enly Tnarrs DOM

TURKEY SHOOT

Olive St,

Special MI Ration
A -Completely Balanced
Ration For Fast, Efficient Gain

with our

COME ONE! COME ALL! JAYCEE

Smallman Tin Shop

Feed Your Hogs
gROWDER'S

IYILAns

HEAT PUMP

INDOOR COMFORT LEADER!

Rita Thompson enjoyed man
poinas of interest i
and aroun
Detroit and Lansin
;
ell as in Cam.do.

smunof

LENNOX

HOME, SHOP, OR OFFICE. PER-

Lynn Williamson and Jim Hink
I.' vacationed in California, who:
Lynn enjoyed Hollywood an
Jim beci.me an uncle se hile visi•
ing at Travis Air Force Base. Dot
were impressed by Las Vegas, N

Get in on the

THE HEATING-COOLING
SYSTEM OF TOMORROW

AIR TO COOL AND HEAT YOUR

their summer in Colorado.'131.1
Hancock also toured Colorati
where he again saw Pike's Peal
Bill 1.eneave went West as I
visited in New Mexico.

PROTEIN
MINERAL
VITAMINS

'Terrible Trio'
Are 'Local Folks'

USE ONLY ELECTRICITY AND

The Fulton News, Thursday, Nov. 9, 1961

WIN a $50 GIFT CERTIFICATE redeemable at the
Leader Sporting Gool Store!

DE'MYERS HAMS TO BE GIVEN AWAY!

PAUL NAILLING

SPONSORED BY THE FULTON JAYCEES

Implement Company
314 Walnut
Fulton

(Proceeds for Charity program)

Oj
Su

Now! Visit Toyland At WESTERN AUTO
,
Western Auto Associate Store

Shop Early While Selections Are Complete!
Use Our Lay - Away Plan!
The Fulton Ne'ws, Thursday, Nov. 9, 1961

'age 8

CLASSIFIED ADS
CARD

WANTED TO BUY: We buy walnuts and hickory nuts. Fields &
Cooley, Highway 94 West, Hickman, Ky.

The Largest Stocks - The Best
Selection Of Toys In Our History!

Home owned and operated by Thad Fagan
PHONE 28

202 LAKE ST.

Combs - Wyatt Administratiok
To Be Honored This Saturday

OF THANKS

Northern Graves County, grateREFRIGERATORS from $32.50 at
Wade's Used Furniture Store. ful for road and other state work
"Trade with Wade and Save." done in the area lately, will hold
an appreciation day for the
217 aMin St. Phone 478.
Com6s-Wyatt administration at
TV Antenna's: quick and efficient Symsonia Saturday.
installation service; all types.
Gov. Bert T. Combs, who has a
Merryman and Fry Appliances, long-standing engagement, can't
phone 126, Fulton.
come but Lt. Gov. Wilson Wyatt
END TABLES, coffee tables, floor and Highway Commissioner HenCARD OF THANKS
lamps, Tables lamps at Wade's ry Ward will be on hand at the
barbecue-speaking to receive the
May God's richest blessings be Used Furniture Store at bargain
plaudits of the community.
vith each and everyone who have Prices. "Trade with Wade and
The event will be held in a
lade the passing of our loved one Save." 217 Main St. Phone 478.
large garage in the center of this
Our heartfelt
lore bearable.
WANTED:
Sales
Route
open.
Good
North Graves County town. Free
'tanks to Rev. Woodside for his
pay. Can furnish delivery car part barbecue and drinks will be servlmforting words, the Organist
time. Write P. 0. Box 307, Union ed to the crowd at 12 o'clock.
rid Soloist for the music, friends
City.
After lunch former state sena:ho sent food and the beautiful
tor Wayne Freeman, who is rail:
'oral remembrances
LIKE
for
style,
qualiHATS MEN
road commissioner for this end of
The Family of
ty and appearance. Handsome on the state, will start the program
Patsy Carol Ballew
the head; light on the purse; genwith a talk.
uine fur-felt base. Tax-paid at
Ward and Wyatt also will speak.
$5.15 or $5.95 each. The Edwards
Wyatt will be introduced by CrosSOUTHERN AIRWAYS
Store, Mayfield, Ky.
slon C. Miller of Symsonia and
Daily Schedule
Ward will be introduced by Bill
DC-3 service from Union City rv ANTENN lib: we install—
trade--repair and move. Get Powell, Sun-Democrat executive
'hone (fIC) TUrner 5-9121 To
our prices. We service all makes news editor who is a former resilemphis: Lv 5:15 p. m. To NashTV. Phase 307 P.oner Television dent of Symsonia.
ille
Lv 10:25 a. m.
The appreciation day also will
wi
l
ommii.20,000 TU Gas heater like new include a full-fledged ribbon-cutat Wade's Used Furniture Store. ting ceremony for the newest
"Trade with Wade and Save". 317 strip of paved road in the section.
Main St. Phone 478.
This is a nine-mile road from
Symsonia to the Marshall County
FOR REN . Flom sanding maline.
chine and electric floor polishOther new hard - surfacing proer and electric vacuum cleanjects in the area include the Folers. Exchange Furniture Co.
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
somdale-Lowes road, old PaducahDOUBLE FEATURE!
WARM MORNING coal heater Pisgah Church road and Hardwith jacket in perfect condition money-Dogwood road.
The officials also will be taken
only
$27.50 at Wade's Used FurniNOW!
TILL
UNTOLD
...
TP.
ture Store. "Trade with Wade and on a tour of the newest highway
The program will start promptSave". 217 Main St. Phone 478.
ly at 1 p. m.
MAYTAG WASHERS. standara
Freeman urged a good attendand automatic models, $139.96 ance.
and up. Sales and service.
"It is our hope that the people
Bennett Electric, ?none 201.
of the area which has benefited
AN AWE° ARTISTS PICTURE
considerably—more than under
any other administration in recent years—will turn out to show
WE RENT - —AND-our appreciation" he said.
The event will be .financed by
Hospital beds
donations from the communities
Baby beds
involved.
Vacuum Cleaners
The garage in which the oldfashioned barbecue will be held is
Floor polishers
owned by Barton Reid of Symsonia.
- WADE FURN. CO.
A reception committee has been
41 a
Phone 103
Fulton. Ky. named and it includes Hilton WatAn AWED ARDSTS Raises*
kins (chairman), R. J. McClure,
Mrs. C. C. Miller Mrs. Dorothy
Powell, Mrs. Clay Rudd, Mrs.
Imogene Lyles, Mrs. Joe Brooks,
4 - B-I-G DAYS
When It
STARTING SUNDAY!
TV REPAIR: all make., and models
Real Estate in Fulton
Skilled personnel, prompt service,
— see —
factory-trained
technicians for
CHARLES W. BURROW black-and-white and color. "Service
is
309 Walnut
our business". Merryman
Phone 81
and Fry Appliances, 215 Main
'
. arm Loans
Street, phone 126.

We would like to thank all our
riends for their many acts of
indness during the illness and
'eath of our loved one, Mrs. Car311 Looney. May God bless each
f you.
The Family

FU LTC1141

ARMORED
COMMAND'

Mrs. Raymond Boaz, Mrs. Clay
Carter, Mrs. Shirley Copeland,
Mrs. Edward Reid, Mrs James
Heath, Othal Burnett and Theron
Freeman.
Other officials invited to the
Sen. George
meeting include
Brand and Rep. Lots Carter Barton, both of Mayfield.
Ray Keeling and Clay Carter are
co-chairmen of the finance committee.

SCHOOL BOARD—
(Continued irom page one)
Win started a teaching career
in Tampa, Florida, where he was
director of athletics. He was coach
in Ft. Myers Florida, and later became principal of the same school.
He taught history in Nutley, New
Jersey and Scarsdale, New York.
He was with the State Department of Education of Florida for
three years and has taught in the
extension schools of the University
of Tennessee and University of
Florida. Win established the Win
Whitnel Course of Public Speaking and Human Relations and
taught this course throughout
cities of the Carolina. He has also
taught this course locally. He is
married to the former Miss Margaret Boyd of Ft. Myers, Florida,
and Spartansburg, South Carolina. They have two children:
Linda, a senior at Fulton High

School, and Charles a second grader at Carr. Win owns the
Whitnel Funeral Home in Fulton.
Membership on the Board of Education is genuinely a public service. It is a position without financal pay and it Is often a trying and
thankless duty. As residents of
Fulton, we are deeply indebted to
these men who give so freely of
their tme in order that our public
schools might progress and continue to produce good citizens
capable of becoming useful members of society.
A parent

Nearly 20 thousand people are
employed in nenTucKy's sawmills,
veneer mills, stave mills, and remanufacturing plants.

UTMB To Play
Carson-Newman

Members of The University of
Tennessee, Martin Branch, football team will be defending their
TROUBLE?
Volunteer State Athletic ConferWe can't keep you out of it,
ence championship this Saturday
but with one of our Lowagainst Carson-Newman College
Cost, three
payment plan
in Jefferson City.
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
The Vols, 1-0 in conference
We can be at your side
play, will be near top strength for
Immediately.
the VSAC title. UTMB halfback
Our Adjuster Carries His
Wilbur Edmiston continues to lead
Check Book!
Tennessee's colleges and universiWick Smith Agency
ties in scoring this season. He has
24 Hour Service
TURKEY SHOOT
64 points in six games. NCAA
Phone 62 — Nights 160
ranks Edmiston sixth in the naThe second Jaycee sponsored tion's small colleges.
Turkey Shoot of the season will
be held Sunday at the Fulton Kitty League Ball Park. The shoot
will start at 1 p. m. Prizes will be
turkeys and country hams. There
will be a $50 gift certificate given
by the Jaycees. Regulation trap
and steel targets will be used.
Looking for a lighter, brighter, melEveryone is invited to participate.
lower bourbon? Switch to Glenmore
Silver label. Ws chiLl-filterml. Heaviness is filtered out ... only smoother
bourbon softness is left in. Try it.
You'll agree. A great bourbon buy.

only a buck
and co half

FLOWERS

For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards
RYTEX "Personalized"

Glenmore

Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone -20-.1
Fulton
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

a full 90 proof
d Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey
only

$1.50 vs

pint

Distributed by Bryant Dist', CO.
Owensboro, Ky

FRIGIDAIRE...

THE BR(
when Mr.
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For The

BEST
FREE PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across from
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

RUSSELL BOAZ

EXCHANGE

Painting and paperhanging
contractors

Furniture gbrnT.,
.any

IMMO

.11.

=MIMEO',

Benj. Moore Paints
Wallpaper

Lowest priced
'401
'
Frigidaire

XI( CUMMINGS

McDowell St., S. Fulton

ThSeCOnd

Tine
ound
CINEKAASCCDPE

Im
1111E1-SCITUF11181
ME

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD KY.

Deluxe Model WD-61 Automatic Washer

PULL'N CLEAN
OVEN RANGE
• Don't get down on your knees to a dirty oven! This
oven pulls out at a touch for easy, stand-up cleaning.
• Cook without looking with Frigidaire "Cook-Master" automatic oven controls. Has dinner ready when you want it!
• Heat in a hurry on "Speed-Heat" Surface Unit—
wonderful when minutes count!
PLUS—Electric Built-In Clock, Automatic Time Signal,
Full-Width Top Lamp, and Lighted Oven Interior.

LOW DOWN PAYMENT
AND EASY TEAMS!

LAY - AWAY NOW!

Phone 1610
,

TOYS
DOLLS
GIFT ITEMS

k.

Model RD-20.61

Cleans easier, cleans faster than any other oven!
buy it at

ME, TOO?
three othe
of Mr WI
are: Mikan

EXCLUSIVE IN FULTON AT GRAHAM FURNITURE CO

Conventional Loans
FHA Loans

—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times

CLIMB Ul
of his grei
with a woi
his advice
of Mr. and
Will's.

r'77-

fa

PRIG'
PRODUCT Ow

SOAK AUTOMATICALLY
WASH WOOLENS SAFELY!
• Automatic Soak Cycle—best for diapers, work and
play clothes—recommended'"wash" for woolens! Advances automatically into regular wash, If desired.
•"Somersault" Washing Action—with 3-Ring Pump
Agitator—gentlest action ever! No lint problems!
• Dispenses

Bleach, Dye,
Conditioner, Detergent —
powder or liquid—automatically, underwater!

•Choice of 4 Colors—Mayfair Pink, Turquoise, Sunny Yellow, Aztec Copper—
and Snowcrest White!

FtE'
1. mOTIftle

YOU'RE)
her grand
en annive
thinks his
The youni
Clinton.

FFIIG

FtE

L -0- W
DOWN
PAYMENT
AND EASY
TERMS!
Save hot water.
Also available In
SudsSever model WOR-61.

throughout our

store!
A small down payment holds your
selections until Christmas eve.

GILLUM

BALDRIDGE'S

TRANSFER CO.

5-10-25c STORE

GRAHAM FRNITURE COMPANY
'TOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE301 Walnui Street

Fulton

Phone 185

Mrs. Han
pleased S,
at "open
Fred Brat

